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THE ALASkAN CROSS-CULTURAL CASE STUDIES SER4ES

'Within' the area of the earth's surface labeled "Alaska" there ,

exists a unique mix of people whose cultural backgrounds and life styles
range from subsistence hunters to industrial workers,. All of hese people
interact in various ways to play out the dhma,of the everyday lives they.
:lead, and for most, croSs-cmOtural encounters arg an inherent part of
that interadrion. The putObSe.of the Alaskan Cross-Cultural tase Studies

Series is to make available materials that describe the nature of those
cross-cultural encounters and contribute to an.understanding.of hoWIthw
influence anclare.infldenced by the social'ld institutional contexts fn

,which they otcur.

While the cAe studies in this series are derived from conditions
and situatteTs imbedded in the Alaskan context, their usefulness extends
beyond Alaska and can contribute to increased cross-cu'Itural under-
standing in other situationt and contexts as well. The concentration
vid diversity of cultural interchange in Alaska serves to bring cross-
cultural issues into bold relief, thus highlighting some of the significant
factors that contribute to an understanding of those issues. With the
understanding derived from an ahalysis of the Alaskan experience, we dre
in a better position to approach any cross-cultural si,tuation'in a way
that reflects greater respect for the'cultural integrfty'and diversity
of the people fdr Whom that situation is part of their everyday existenCe: .

Only with.such respect and understanding can we expect to shape the social
and cultural institutiok that rmake up society in a way that all People
Scan have ecidal opportunity'for full participation in that society.

.The case Study format wilr provide the methodological basis for this
series, because it provides a richness of information and a level of
analysis that brings the various elements of a situation-together and
treats them as.an integrated whole, rather than as independent parts. It

is this examination of how the elements of different cultural'systems
interact when they come together that is so crucial to the de'velopment of
cross-cultural understanding: Through the Alaskan Cross-Cultural Case
Studies Series we will continue to identify, prepare, and make available
materials that contribute to such understanding.
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FOREWORD

A recurring theme in nearly ajl discussions of classrooms.and teaching
in cross-cultural situations is the need to attend to the non-verbal, ,

aspects of teacher-student,idteraction and communication. Malcolm Coillier's
use.of film to' study five clasSroom situations amoilgst the Yupik Eskimos
in the lower Kuskokwim region of Southwestern Alaska. has given us some

. impOrtant insights into themechanisms by which non-verbal communicatiOn
enters into the learning procesS in a cross-cultmral tlassroom setting.
.Building on the work initially reportedby,his,father, Joiln Collierv Jr.;

Alaska Eskimo Education: A Firin Analysis of Cultural Conf.rontatlon in
the Schciol.s, Malcolm has elaborated on.two particularly important dimensions
to cross-cultural interaction, "pace" and "flow." The detailed descriptions
of how these two factors affected the quality of interaction in the five

'situations analyzed in Ws study provide vivid illustrations of how the
educational process can be helped or hindered by the way teachers and
students come together in the classroom setting.

Anyone who has any role in shaping educational processes in Alaska
will find,that this study provokes.some critical questions about how one
goes about structuring the Way we do schooling, and who the primary par-
ticipants'in that process should be. Must students and communities adapt
'to the pace and flow of interaction reflected in the school, or should
the s'chooI adapt to the pace an& floW of interaction in the community?

, Is it.possible for teachers whose,background has instilled in them a par-
. ticular style of patterned interaction to modify their behavior+ in such

a way th4t is,compatible with a different style? What are the educational
consequences of placing.Native teachers in schools? Is it possible to
change the structure of interaction without changing the structure of the
setttng in which it occurs? These and many other questions are derived
from seriously thinking through the implications of this study for our
schools.. Until we-begin attending to such questions we will continue to
perpetuate an educational process that is highly inefficient and extremely
limited in its potential for productive teaching and learning in cross-
cultural contexts.

In additton to thff lighCthis study sheds on the way classrooms operate,
it breAs some new ground witti-regard,to the research tools and techniques
vailable for studying the complex'phenomena associated with,cross-cultUral
nteraction. The use"of film as a research tbol is a relatively recent

developmeint, but its'potential for addingion our understanding of human
behavior is well documented.in Malcolm Collier's work. Anyone interested
in using film or video as a data sourCe for microanalytic research is
encouraged to reviewthe methodology section of thii" study for important

4. gUidance in the techniques employed in such research.

In addition to the study of Alaskan classrooms reported here,:
Maltolm Collier has worked with his father on a comparable film study of
the Rough Rock School on the Navaho ReseryatiOn inAArizona,-and he is currently

. working on several Projects using film tO analyze interaction in various
bilingual/bcultural dassrdom situations in the San Francis,co Bay area.

Ray Barnhardt
June.21, 1979

s.
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PREFACE

,

This text was originally written as a.master's thesis.. )(cept for.
changes in the section...on .methodelmt-r-only-minor-revisions have-beft.
made. The purpose of this preface is to briefly, discuss some consi-
derations which may not be immediately.tvident in the text.

Most impOrtant is the- fact that paecewand.flowarepnly-tWo o

non-verbal-factors which affect and rOflect-the course of comMunicatio
in classrooms. Practical use of-theldeas discussed.in this-wit-6g-
should not be limited to consideration.Of-these two factors Alone.:,
verbal behavior includes uch variablet. as the.use'Of sAce, body:p

. fand expression, eye'behavior facia+ exPresston, movement, stYle,.et .

All,of these must be considered in looking at what.occurs in -the Class-
room, mith a constant-sensitivity to the fact that all are shaped by
cultural and situational variables.

Observer& should alSo be awa-re of the ways in which 'the Physical

environment of schools and sOroundings, the structure of curxiculum,
the content and haracter of lessons, can allshape or, limit-human, .

behavior. The fact that these are often built-tn fntors dge's nqt m4e
them any less culturally determined. The.very concept pf sChoolSand
cOssrooms with the bizarre habit of plaCing children in rooms fo'r years
on end ts itsvlf a product of the Western. wo

,
.

.

Welshould also not forget that;ldhile good communication may,be a
prerequisite for sucCessful education, it does not in-itself 'produce it.
Schools remove children from their wider.environment'in-which they would
ordinarily learn a varie -of things and restricts.them to the contrived

)1

environment of the class mt. What do they_ gain.frOm this process? The
learning of the skills o riting, reading, and mathe6tics does not
reciatre all -Of the ,ilay,'day after day, for twelve years.-' It does .60

good toThe wonderful CommUnication tn this rpstrtcted environMent if
.

what is communicated is uselesS, negative01mitin6 'or'in Other way$
destructive to the children's personal and cultualovotential,;/'What'is,

.

beingYcommunicated? Ihisquerstton should.1%lu4-.Moth, thetmicif
messages aswell 'as.fthe expliciontent: .'

,
.

T make these-cbMmentsbecaUse 4th1nk2that in our exploratiOn's of,
,the delicate And iMportant issueof cross-Cultural- coMmunicatiOn tn.

c

education, it is easy to forget,that,there are other factors whJch
affect the finall outcome of educatton. In particular,J think we have

..,, become too compNcent;about the 'content of curriculum, assuming thatit
is relatively easy to-,,create culturally and sitUatiOnally relevant

. materials. I suggest that we jail take a yery hard look at this assump-
tion and at the materials which are being.used intthe schools. Just
what is%the content, message, 'and qUa1ity.0 the materi4s which the
teachers present to the thildrera

fifr
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a

Upoint out these other consiqeratidns to emphasize.th t eddcation
is a complexprocess withmaiv varfable's The.praWcal imp rtance of
non,-verbal factors -is that.they.htlp to shan the circbmstances in which.
education takes place. The value Of_increased awareness'of non-verbal'
.behaviOr and coMmunication with their cultural variability is that these,*
can'provide an additional sourcelf_information or understanding con-

.

cerning'the educati6iia1-WOCeS'S* and tlie'individtlai$71PV0lAted

pAsitivity to nol-verbal.fsigpals40 Patterni of behavior can often alert,
, teachers toprobrtvs- and SuCcesses long before these become apparent in
more "conventional" fonus'such as verbal responses and schobl.work. In

particular, they can provide-the'teaCher with important insight into those
often forgotten,children in.the widdle"Who do-not-cause trouble, are pot
obviously dnd verbally precocious; who o their school work consistently
with neither great success por great.failure. Awareness of the cultural

. . variability of hontverbal Kehavior should'alert people to the need for
caieful obseryati=on and.assessment in place of automatic and culturally
conditioned.reactions

,
, -, ..,-,-

.If there is
,

one
1,

clear lesson to bejearlie0 from this study,.it is .,
the paramOunt importalice,of Native partfcipa ion in and Control of edu-
cation in their communities. That participa iCIA has to be in a'frame-
work that allows for full use of Native cullural skills and patterns
of communication.. I have, in this writing, said some harsh things about
Anglo teachers. These statements are not intended to question the
teachers' dedication or potential contribution to the' fducation of Native
aliJdren. Where dedication and potential have not been properly used

- - and 'developed, hOwever, the teachei's' skills and contributions are going .

, 'to waste.- ; .

Perhaps the ideas presented in th,is.bOok will help those involved
with,laskan Native education in their consideration of all these issues.
I hope that they will be, of particular use to those Native teachers and
communitymermb.ers whose'special skills and experience hold the.key to
the future:

r,

-x-

Makolm Collier
San Francisco
1979
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'PART ONE

INTRODUCTION

Scope and Purpose

Communication is the.thread that makes culture possible. An under-
standing of communication and the behavier and circumStances which
surround it.is essential to understanding cultural processes. Through
.an analysis of selected Super 8 movie footage, this-teXt eiplores certain.
aspects of non-verbal .communicatiOn and attempts to more clearly define
their nature and sighificance. The importance of non.-verbal communica-
tion lies in the fact that it is a part of d)e process of human infer-
action to which we generally give little thaight.

In the United States we tend to think of cOmmunication primarily as
a verbal proqess in which meaning is derived from the content of the
words used. As,a result, we are itirly conscious of our use of Words
and our culture provides deliberate, if not alway's successful,, training
in the use-of words. On the other hand, we think little of the non- .

verbal aspects,of communication; practically no formal reCognition is
made of then., Consequently, we learn our non-verbal system informally .

and on 1/2* low level of_awareness,
A

T,his low level of non-verba/ awareneSs.causes us little difficulty
lc long as we operate'within the non-verbal system we have learned; when
we step outside We are in trouble. _Our emphasis on verbal content
&nd on spoken lang4ge has led to tntensive study of other verbal systeMS.
We are'Tensitive:to the, potential for- Misunderstanding when we 'cross
language lines. -HoweVer, we aresunprepared for the additional diffi-
culties. we may.find in the non-verbal arena. These difficulties may
occur even when, spictly speaking, there i5 nolanguage difficulty.
.Our low awareness.of"non-verbal signals and behavior reated.to com-
Ounication makes us ill-equipped to deal with differences.of this. sort.
'Indeed, we are often unaWare that the differences-exist In these
circumstancescommunication .can become-a frustrating maze Of. misunder-
standings.of UnknOwn origin. This'study looksat some of these-aspects
of non-verbal -behavior whicb may cauSe us diffibUlty.

In the descriptions and discussion thap.follow, timo CoMmon words
are used with;Particular meanings whiCh need definition. The words are
"pace'' and "frow:' They are.used to naMe the-aspects_of nOn-verbal
cOmmunicatiOn'which ane the central .fOcus of this.study.

Pace ref rs to the rate of- moveMents, actions and.Oents in com-,
municatfon nd interactions. , It is Concerned with change over time%
In'the stu y of communication.and culture, its importance lies inthe
fact that varies from culture to 'culture and.affects the Meaning and'.
course of conmunication, both direct:11_ and indirectly. People's use of._



lime is one aspect of pace, as is how fast people move. While pace is
related to the quantity and quality of communication, the precise inter-
relationship will vary depending on the specific circumstances.

Flow is a more complex*and'qualitative :aspect of non-verbal com-.
munication. It refers to the interrelatedness of the movements of
people who are interacting)or attempting.to interact. The development
of synchronization of movements'by:participanes in 'an interaction creates

-a sensation of a flowing eorrent of motion without discontinuity. High -..

flow would then refer tb sitUationrlir which_the movements of the,peopl#
interacting are interrelated and not dccOrrinj at random withOut 'relation-
ship. tAeach other's movements. Low flow,would be the reverse.

, The possible significance of these aspects of non-verbal .behavior
in the .communication process is a major subject of this study. In
general, I believe that their primary purpose lles in facilitating the

.

process and'defining the nature of a given interaction &long people.
They bqh reflect and affect all other aspects of the process as well',
supporting it and on occasion,, as will be described, destroying it. In

particular, study of.flow may be a significant source of qualitative
statements about the nature of communications and interactions. -

A Brief Discussion of Related Work

In the field, of non-verbal Aspects of coMmUnication and culture,.
previous work has touched somewhat On these aspects of hUman interactions.
Of particUlir relevance,to thjs study is the work of Edward T.,Hall. In
working on the problem of training American goveramental and business.
personnel for jobs in other culturaT settipgs, he found a,differing
conception of time, its significance and its organization, to-be'one of

:the.critical sources of difficulties.in cross-cultural circumstances:.
Social processes, such as business transactions or meetings, had regular

patterns with regard to time allocated to waiting, preliminaries, imme-
diate business and so on. These patterns were distinctly dffçrent in
different oultural settings and.miSunderstandings often regulte when
people of differing patter6s,attempted to-interact with each oth r, In
some cases, the meaning of-vcommuniCations.coUld be-tbtally altere by
diffierences in the timing of social processes that were part of the
context of interactions(Hall," 1967).

p.

Simil'arly, he found distinct cultural patterns in the use of Space,
particularly in*social:interactions. Ir studying the way people use
space (which;Hall called "proxemics") he found that, as in the case of
the use of time, alterations in space relationships amOng people could -

. often piter th'e nature of interattjons and the meaning derived-from.
those interactions by the participants. AS with the organi2ation of .

time,* these pattern's of space.usage were culturally specific. Conflict 10
and misund&standing in crosscultural interactions resulting from
differing useS Of space were quite-common(Hil1,,1967, 1969).

a

While these finding are quite interesting in themselves, they are
impbrtantto this study because.they have led Hall 'to look at.what
people did relative to each other as they organized the thling of

4.!(
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activities and their use of space in interactions. As before, he found'
distinct, culturally specific patterns in the way that.people moved:
These-movements tended o,he coordinated among people whomere.lnvolved-
in some kind of social interactipn-Nith each other. Film taken by Hall'
at a fiesta in New Modco showedmiXed crowds of Indians, Anglos, and"
Spanish Americans, each group with its own characteristic pacing of
movements and smooth:interrelationshps bf movements within _groups. The. .

Anglos moved 4riskly, wjth linear movements directed ahead and well
spaced from each other_ A group of Pueblo Indians,-probably a family, °

moved down the street in a more compact mass% Their softer and more.
,rounded-movements were synchronizedf.throughouplmt directeahead .,.,

but all around. Two girls talked to each Other While they mOVed around
a post. Their movements were sOcarefully Omed and,synchronized that
when the equence was projected in sloW motion, their actions gave the
appearance of a dance (Hall, 1968, P rivate communication and viewing)r

Hall's work stimulated the tilm 'study on whiCA-this study draws
and.alsoled to further rellated work by Hall. In a recent publication,
he suggested thWthe meaning of communication or interaction is produced
by an, interrelationship of information and context. The,relative,sig-
nificlance of either information or contekt in determining meaning is a
culturallY-defined pattern that varied from culture to Culture. Non.:

verbal systems tended to be highly contextual in nature,.. Symbolic
systems such as spoken language,'and even more so written language,
tended to be high]y informational and.low in context,. Some cultures
heavily emphasized context while others stressed information.. Yhen
people With these different emphases tried to communiCate witl) eacii othe
they often experienced great difficulty (Hall, 1974: 18-20). In effect,
this suggested that some cultures placed more emphasis on non-verbal
aspects of interactions than others. Hall suggested that modern Western
cultures, parficutdrly the academic suftultures, tended to be low in-
context and high in information in their orientation (Hall, 1974: 18).
This model of context, information, and meaning is used in a somewhat
altered- form in this study. / 0

While Hall's work is the most clpsery related to the concerns.of
this study, there have been others whose works have touched on related
phehomena. While studying their photographs during the prodUction 'of
t eir work on Balinese character, Margaret Mead and Gregory .Bateson
otedJhat movements of participants in' various activities invOlved

complementary movements, mirrored movements, and parallel *movements
(Bateson and Mead, 1942). Similarly, in a study of small group confer-
ences that Mead made.together with Paul Byers, a distinct interrela-
tionship of movements aMong interacting people was evident.in the still
photographs on which the'study was based (Mead and Byers, 1968: 70-105).
In a film study of a kindergarten class, Byers later,discovered dramatic
.differences in the paCe of BlAck children compared t6 Caucasian child.ren
'as well as-to'the,Caucasian teacher. Significantly, theSe differences *-

T' clearly made communitation 'between the CaOebsian teacher and the.Black
children very difficult: either' was able to adjust-their pate to the
othen. Their mOtions wereoppositional 'add out of sync. Frustration on
the part .of teacher and child Was evident in the fOotage. Oh theN,Ather
hand, al.though th64hited children had SOmewhatdifferent Pace and move-
ment patterns from thete her, they both odified their. mivements



.,

when they got together so that motiohs.bed'ame 'interrelated and smgoth,
with no obvioms fruftration .(Byers, Onate film vieWing,and communi.:

,

cation).
.

,

In discussing Iypes,of don2ve bal behavior.related to the ,atiimuni-
cation process, Ray L. Birdwhistell mentions what he calls '"intec.-..
actional-qhavior," 'referring to the movementg of whole bodies or parts'
Of. bodies among' participants.,jh an intéractioh..TIn Mdition tcr,briefly

''di5cussinq the work of Hall, Mead, and Bateson aready mentioned,
Birdwhistell reports a private commUhication from'Willlam Condon with
regard to "synchrony and dissynchrony". in interactions. This refe'rs- to,

a very elose coordination of moyements of .people who are conversing.
Birdwhistell suggests that it may suNlY a measure of "interactional
cOmMtkiiicative .signaIs,"'"by whichl aSsumeLhe means the-general Oality
o Ommunicatior (Birdwhistell, 1970:.232-233): In his own studies of
kin ics,-Rirdwhistell eMphasizes the important function-of-context in-

%

.the total .Ireaning of.9mmunication and inclhes in his discussion of .

'Communication the idea that it is a continuous Processthat takes place
on ..several jevels or Channels. These are the Olfactory 'thannel,Lthe
auditory channel the kinesthetic-viv.ial .channel,.and the tactile-channel.
in_an lnteractiOn,..one,or, moreof the channels' is always in operation,
andcommOnicatibn,in general 'ean only 6e understood bY examining all,the:,

.

_Channels. (Birdwhistell, 2570: '60-71)..

, The phenothena of interrelated movementS On the part of people in
, social nteractions has shown up ih several ethnographis filmS, including
:a very interesting'seguence in a, portion'of film made by John Marshall
in the.Kalahari Desert. In this particular case, theTilm shows two'men
conversing with each other. The listener's Motions aee cloSely timed
and coordinated...with the speaker's. When one-man stopstalking,.the

person who was;listening precisely mirrors the last.portion of movements
made by therf4Art speaker while the listener begins to'speak (John Marshall,
1971).

All the anthropologists and'fitm:makers mentioned have peApherally
touched.on 'certain aspects of what I call pace and flow; they have
developed viewpoints on communication which are used in this study.
,None.focused" directly on,these phenomena which remain "crtdely understood"
(Birdwhistell, 1970: 232). In ny case;.pace and flow were Chosen a's A:

focal-points for this study because my own experience-in visual research
has shown.them to perhaps be the key to understanding communications
and interactions as flutd processes. At the same time, they remain

.

difficult and elusive concepts which are particularly difficult to,com-
municate to,people unfamiliar with the film or with thecircumStances
to Which.the conceptswere applied.. It Seemed-time to try to define
the Significance of pace and flow and to develop some'procedures for
obtaihing information about thod.' I know that any disous5ion of such
non,Verbal phenomenavould be:impossible without specific case examples
and descriptions. ifor Ws reason, a large portiOn of thi'S study is de-
Noted to a specific case/study which oovides a. context for more general
discussion.

13
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4r. IThe Datv.and Procedure lised

The f.ilm used for analysis, wps made by John',Collier, as part

of:a study,of ftativP American edufiBtion in Alaskain 1969, However, the
more general'stateMehtS.of this tUdy are bas'ed on hotn;the analysis of
that film and also..On a.variety Of.additional.sources., The primary :

'sources of this,study include by own experience in cross7cultural situa-
tions and work'with film and Video tape studies of cross-cultural educa-'
tion. In additTon to,present and earl analytic work witlithe Alaskan .

footage, the.experience includes v1 4,t, taping and analysis fOr.a teacher
training program at a Navajorun cOmPlnitY school in.Arizona, a yet-
to-be:finished'fjlm studlipaf a bilin ual program in San Francisco, and

filp which I have macie of several. ES -(English.as a Second Language).and'
elementary classes jn the Bay Area.

. ;hese involvements resulted from and led to discussions with other
people in the Same:general fie. d of interest. These interchanges,: :

particularly with Edward'T. Hal and, of course, with my father,. John' .

Col)ier, Jr.,fhaye:been an important source of informationand ideas.'-.
Whenever possible, I have attempted toprovide .appropriate 'published

freferences;'howevèr, since most of thesexontacts have been informal
conversations, tHis has not always been phsSiblé.r - ,

Discussion of non-verbal phenomena in a verbal forMat is at best
difficult. .

Without Specific examples, reference points or shared
experience,,diScussion becomes' almost impossib16, Thislact As one of
the reasons for devoting a portion of this study to the%tialysiS and--'-
discussion of a speOfic body of film; I ilope that the analysis of the
Alasta.footage will serve as a reference' pOint fol..' my more general

discussion. In addition,.the analysis of the Alaska footage.serves

several other.purposes-. It represents the first time I have fried to
research a body.of.film specifically in terms of pace and flow. The

film provides an opportuni-ty to discover the kinds of information that
can result from such an approach. Finally, the film.and. the analysis

provide illustrations and examples'with whi,ch to communicate more
precisely what pace and,flow are and what their significance'maY be in

humaninteractions.., 'f

The Alaska ilm footage was nosen for a variety Of reasons. I .was

already familiar withit from previous. WQ4A. I knew it had .usable

had already heeri st4died for OtherxeaSpns'and with different concerns,
had supplementary material tO draw on which might 'terve to qualify .

findings 1 mae. However," the main reason f0 "using the Alaska footage

was that it was available.. Some of my.own,film and video material,

,which was'shot witha groWing awareneSs of pace, floW and related
.Matters May well have been richer and more re'adable;.. hOwever, the
,circumstanceS under which they'wer6 shot made their usage, for the time

'

. As mentioned previously, the film used fOr analysis is part of a .

larggr Cody of filat.shot in 1969 by John Collier., Jr., fn'Al.aska. The

film was.made in support o'rthe NationarSttudy of American Indian Educa-

tion for the! U.S. Office of Education. The hope was that the fi,Im study

c'



would previde insight and information that.the mere standardized ilethods
of evaluation could not. The bulk'of the film was shot in the.KuskOkwim
River region of West' Central Alaska, covering two isolated villages, a
ChriStian misslon,and a regional center of, someq.,000 people. Additional-
film was shot in the schools of Anchorage and in an Indian fishing
village in southern Alaska, although-this last,footage was not used in
the report to Washington. The major portion of the footage is of class-
rooms;with supplementary coverage of village and family scenes. Audio
tapes were made in the classrooms but the fiIms themselves are silent..
The total film file amounted to some twenty hourS of film. I did not
znalyze all the footage for this study, but instead selectediportions of

The manner in which I made these Selections is described shortly.

The original film was shot with the goal of obtaining a sample of
cfrade levels,'scho ituations and communities. In the villages, this
meant that the Whole stool'was filmed'. In the regional center of
Bethetand in Anchora4 only a sample'of classes from kindergartene
through high school was filmed with selection dependent largely 611 the
willingness of the teachers to be filmed. The goal was to "chart the
hdman.and educational behavior of Eskimo children 'on three curves: an
ecological-geographic curve, a cultural-ethnic distri.bution curve and
an age cycle curve" (Collier, 1973: 50). .111e village schools were.100,
percent: Native. The regional center had a smalljpercentage of non-
Native students. The city.of Anchorage had an overwhelmingTy non-Native
student population,owith the Native students accounting for less than
eight per cent of the school enrollment. With three exceptions, all
teachers in the'film sample° were Anglo, although two Eskimo-aides and.an
Eskimo mottivr were filmed'working in the crassroom-s (Collier, 1973).

I started my analysis of the film with the. advantage that I had '1

taken part in the earlier analysi6 of the footage which led,to a-report
"0 the U.S. Office or-Education and to the publidition referred to
above.- However, the earlier work was involved with somewhat different
issLies than the present analysis. The question at that time was,"What
can these films tell us aboUt the education provided Native children in
Alaska"? Pace and flow received only passing attention. ThOe concepts
.were only shadows in the background. The present analysis alSo includes
material from film footage of'hoMe and village §tudies which were not'
used to any large degree.in.the earlier work.

A.
r decided to concentrate dn a core Portion of.theJootage rather

na y e u wen y ours o m. eTeTiTT6n-
siderations

were involved: -timel wide variation in the.readability of
the,footage in terms of pace and flew, and above all, a belief that
concentrationAn portions of thelootage that.were'interrelated would
produce qualitatively'better'results. 'The rest ofAhe footage would°
always be there if it were needed:.

The main Criteria used in selecting a corq,of filM for analysis
'were that the footage be,interrelated in terms of content and locale and
that it contain a high proportion Of material believed to be readable,
Since I Wanted to include material frOM non-Schoal,settings, I decided
to:ue all the footage froM thd villages and several rolls of film from
the rOlonal center. This core footage 'included fAlm of twelve class7

,
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rooms, three church services, four family studies, daily life 'the.
Moravian Miision KOme, an advisory school board meetingoan ssorted
footage of Scenes around the villages and the regional ce ter. The
totai running tiMeof this.footage was approximately 5 1/2 hours.

had at my disposal audio tapes made in conjunction with the
filming in Alaska. The primary use. of. these-Vias--ta___define:_the_icantent_'

of curricplum in the classroom situation. This analysis is concerned
with what can4be seen,and I did not attempt to analyze the au4io records
nor to examine; to.any significant degree, the relationship OT verbal

\ behavior to the non-verbal behavior seen in;the films. Neither would
have been possible with the avail4able data. There remains the question
94,kthe relvtionship of verbalizations to non-verbal behaviera rela-
tionship about which very little is knówn. In:this study, I operated on
the assumPtion that, generally, peoplen non-verbal behavior.both
reflects and affects verbal behavior, as well as other aspcts of the
interaction. These-interrelationships re discussed in somewhat more
detail in the mairlibOdy of the text.

It might be mentioned in this context that photographic records, in
general and movie film in particular are qualitatively And quantita-

k.tively different from other forms of data. The amount of information to
be found in even a very short segment of film is immense,and.its quality,
though Subjé t to the way it was gathered, is often very 'good (Collier,
private commun. cation)..-

-. The analys s fell into several stages: ea7Ty survey and,kearching,
detailed viewing and d6scription, selection of,significant sections for'
illustr tien,and an attempt at an oVer-all conclusioni both'descriptive
and the retical. . The basic procedure in this analysis was to look at
,the bfilkl again and again. The main difference between one stage of
analysi and another was.in.the focUs of the observation process and the
manner-of recsrdii these observations. The first stage involved survey
and logging. was a process of becoming acquainted with thefootage
in terms of- ce and flow without attemptin% detail Ordepth. Each reel
of film was viewed from the beginning'to the end without stopping,'while
a roughlog of it was made. This lplg was concerned primarily with two
things: (1) -the rough contenX of/the film organized by minutes, and
(2) the rough notation of pke and flow patterns with focus on'identi-
fying the sections of footage which might be profitably examined in more
detail and depth. This information was- reduced to both sides of a:sheet
of typing paper, generally one shPet.for each reel_ Spvpral classes and
reels had two'sheets because of sign'ficant content changes which
.occurred within the reel.. '

. The information was"used to plan more detailed viewing of the
footage. A small portion was set aside as containing little usable data
and the remaining footage was reexamined. This detailed reexamination
was focused-arovnd questions which an overview of the Survey results ,

su,gObsted. These questions were:

1. Does the pace Of the Native children and adults vary in
school.compared with outside of school?,

2. Is pace coOrdinated group-wide in all situations?

16



What are'the flow characteristics of in,teractions, in the,
various.situations in the footaqa?

4

4. What,produced the sensation Of group disunity rePoiqed in the
survey for most of the classrooms? .

5. What produced the sensatfOnpf group unity reported by thern
survey in the non-school situations and in a Minority of
school situations?

6 In general, are patterns of pace, flow.and related usage-of
spa.ce in hpme and village'scenessdifferent from those in
school situations?

7. What visible factors provide the.answers to.these queStions?

8. Do the illswers toithe'se questions help explain the general
characteristits of4educaqon fOund inthe course of this and..
earlier.analysis of this footage?

1

The film was projected onto a rear projection screen, stopped, ,

reversed, _viewed-repeatedly and sometimes in slow motion, as'required to
understand Aat was occurring in terms of,these questions. I typedout
detailed descriptions of each reel as I watched the film. Descriptiohs
contained both.simple descriptions such as "the feather hands out papers"
and; more quaritative,descriptions.or observations such as "the,pace of
the classroom is more coordinated than the last one." Simple descrip\
tions come'directly'from the'fitm and require,no special explanation. I

tried_totie the more,qualitative observations and descriptions to .

concrete evidence from the film by asking and trying to answer the
question, "What told 'me.that?"

.0

"I

Following this stage of the analysis,I went through the films and
made stql phbtographs of those scenestand sequences which the detailed
viewing had indicated to be significant. Usin0 these photographs, the
survey sheets,and the detailed observations. and'deScriptions of the last
stage of analysi, i was able to make general and specific statements
about pace, flow and related aspects of the circumstances recorde& in
the films. I returned to the film record as necessary to refine these
statements and used the still photographs to,help.illustrafe and com-
municate the patterps seen.in the study.

a
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PART TWO

ANALYSIS OF THE FILM-

!!)

0

Analysis of'film is a search for patterns and contrasts.. Ihis
. section-of the text describes the patterns and contrasts in'pace and

flow that emerge from studying the filM record of homes, villages and
schools in a section of western Oaska. This dekription and discussion
is in two parts: first-,' a detailed descriPtion of a number of pieces of
footage repfesenting the range of patterns found in the study;and,,
second, a more generalized discussion of patterns, contrasts and,their .

significance. This general discussJon draws on the whole five and one-
half hours of Min that were analyzed, not solely on the examples
presented in detail.

,4

The purpose pf first presenting a-detailed description of a number
of cases from the film _sample is.to provide the reader with a,more ',

complete.frame of reference within which to place"the more general ,

discussion. I also hope that these detailed descriptions will", more
than any abstract definition, help to convey what I mean by pace and
flow as well as Stow how these concepts were used in analysis of the
fflm cecord,

The.first case.is one, in which pace was widely shared and llow is-
high. Thp nehit three involve situations in which flow was low. The
fifth case described in detail is one in which WO flow developed quite
-posibly from.the manner in which the teaCher structured processes and
relatfonships. The names of teachers here and throughoUtthestbdY'are

.6.the same code names uSe&in AlaSkan Eskimo Education. The descriptions
'are pre&ented.with' photographs taken from the fiyiLrecord *help the
areader'see.what is described .and_discussed. -Many of these photographs
are sequenc-et-which should be looked at with care 10 order to see the
flow of MoveMent.as well as.is'possible in .still photographs.

A Head Seart Class in Kwethluk

TheHead Start class Was held in the KWethluk community center with
minimal equipment. It was taught by two young wOmen from the village,
Miss Ann4e and Miss Betty, whose training was limited to six weeks in a
summer workshop. The dumber of students fluctuated.during the filming.

but generally numbered eight to twelve (Collier, 1973: 75-70.

The film Opens.with Miss Annie ad nine of the students seated onr.
boxes in a rough ctrele reeiting Mother Goose nurs,oryinhymet. Th

teacher ahd the stgdents are 4.e4t0 on the same ve1, so 015 er,

that everyone is Aktichibg his nighbor: The ciKle 4s tig 4ht e00 at

the teacher can 'eAs'ily,reach.acrdss it. Miss Annie projects directly
out towar0 the gtudents with movements that Are,Slow and rounded,

1.6
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Meaning that the direction of movements is circular rather than linear.
The.Oace of-her movements ardtheir form is identical With those of the

.students.' 'Her movements ahOheirs dre keyed to:each other; givAng an
finpression that the gcojelp is Wired. together% 'At one point the rhYMe is
"Twinkle, Twjnkle, LiNge Star." /The leacher and students open and
,close their handS to mark the time of the rhyme an&the twinkling of the.
star. The timing'of these movements is synchronized between teacher and

.

children and within the .group.. 'The students close their eyes as they
olose their hands anctopen th+ as they open their hands; when the eyes
open, they are focused on the teacher. Attention is intense'at all
timet (Illus. 1-5).

Thia. initial portion.of.ftlm already defines the na ure.of:Ahe
class. PCunity_af_involvement and ninvoment 1.5 seqath4 eita.tes
harmonious pace and flow, givitig a, stryg'iriditaflon lhat the level of
communication in this class is-guitê high.

et,4 '1.

The:Ohity of the group is Slightly broken by the rough-housing of
two boys. The teacher quickly deals with this situation in a smooth and
relaxed ma6ridr.. The process p.rovides a clear example of what flow iS
all about. Without rising, she reaches forward toward one of the boyt,
who in turn it:05 toward her and grasps her wrist. She guides him
smoothly toward another place in the circle% The movement of the two
is.fluid and unified; their movementS perfeetly synchronized as if in a
dance. :The rest of' the group is part of the "dance4" too.: 'As the boy

c
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leans'forwaxd and brings his head down to meet the teacher's lvnd, the
heads and torsos afthe other children alsa lean forward and down. As
he comes up aqd moves adross the,circle with the teacher, the heads
and bodies of theother children also come up ald follow'the movement
toward its completion (Illus. 6-14).

9 10

1A,

.11111-.

12 13 14

These fluid interre1ationsh1p5 are the epitomy of a high level of
flow. The smoothness of,the interactioM are more strildng bedause they:
are disciplinary mavements. The reader mighrremember the flowing:unity
of this interaction dnd comOare it to other scenes which will be'desribed
later. Smooth, relaxed interrelationships like this one suggest a high
potential for quality commOlication,



After the nursery rhymes are over, the group sits together fora
whilf. Several of the stydents rearrange their seating somewhat., Mis
Annik.reaches toward one of the children. He appearsto be the yOungest
and has been -somewhat periphetaT to.the group. She draws him in toward.
her, strokingihis-head as he leans against her. Then she sits and
serenely looks out over tile group. There is no hurry to,do anything.
After a time she reaches6over to the bookcase behind herankdraws.out a
book which she shows t9 the student closest tb her. The'Smaller bby
just mentioned reaches'across,to touch her hand, '; She turns.smoothly

.

around toward him and shows him the book directly. She then leans out
with the book to show it to,the remainder ofthe students: The small
boy leans around the book to look at it again (plus. 15-17). r

15 16

, . 4

Then Miss Annie sits with the bodk on her knee and looks out over
the group, The Smal) boy leans against her,again. As they sit like_
this without apparent organized activity, one of the boys starts to beat
rhythmically.with his hands. Several others pick up this motionand
join in. Another student follows the movement and rhythm with a bobbing'
of the head. A'dance of synchronized movement develops which is another
ex m le of the harmonious unity of this group (Illus. 18-20). ,

ii
17

18 19

The next,portion of the'film shows the students at. table, inyolved
with jigsaw liuzZlés.. Although the table is qUitelong, ev ryone sits
close together at one endlshoulder to shoulder. The pace is leisurely
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and the teachers sit among the, children. :5ince their,paCe ansl IOVements
are: the same as the chi 14,rWs.,,,the, only thing' that visia10 seParates'
them from. the ci0 1 dren it; size:

The'fi14Ctheri ghows a stOry7SOsion. Teri Studefits and the two .

teachers sit 6 a rough, rin.9, as Miss Betty, seated on a low elk r, reads.10
'from a took,v, The; children. and Miss 1\nnie are. seated on boxes.I

The group, has: a steadY'pulse'of movement while they listen. After
. &time, the teacher raises her hands from the boo1( and gestures with
both hands and head, ppojecting out tdward the, group.' The pUlsing-
movement of. the circ1e4of children (a gentle rocking back and forth
together) is combined with a Unified fOcus on- the teacher's -hands and .

face... When she drops her. hands A bit and looks down, they Sll shift
their eye focus downward. 'When ,she.raiSes her bands to tgestu.re , they

all. lean back together with their-heads and' eyes rising to, follow the
-gesture: iAs 'the hand comes d9wn Oain4 there is' a smoothrocktn9
forward dIld 4ropping of centevf eye focus which followS her 'gesture
back, down to the book.

The camera angle shifts around behind ,the group 'and- the pulsation
of4otion becomes more distinct.' In and-olt from the center of the
circle the students rotk, like a jelly fish opening and closing its
umbrella. This movement is almost completely synchronized through the
group, Theteacher is no longer- gesturing:, but the cirdle has,draWn.
tighter when the camera returns to view the group from the front. The
focus becomess,more intense. -Bodies lean forward with Sust, A &light back
and forth_rocking at the same pace as befOre' 21-13).- The s.torY

ends.
;,

21

so,

22 23

, u

Miss Betty returns with another took and the camera moves to the
other side of the circle. :Dere is again the same S,low pulsation of the

. group, including both teachers. Attention is so fodused on the story
that two boys who rearrange their' boxes for a:better-view do sp in time
to the group-wide pulsation. The camera showS the., fates all focused
toward the teacher with intense involvement (Illus. 24-25).

l'ci
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40.

ThiS:unity.of moVement is filliportani because it reflects the unity. ,

of attention, evidericed also ih facial orientation, which MS'S Betty was
able to create, and the high degree of interpersonal awareness among the
'children. :There'waS ahinvi,sible. thread which.ran through the:group, A
current ofawareness that Wasnot,bispkentY anythingjhithe presentation:.
She had only to interest one or two Chj3dren -and their interest wOuld be .

transmitted through the group so that-sobh the whole group .would be
intereSted. It was easy for bothMiss Betty and Miss_Annie to hook ihto
the current or thread which he,ld the group together-beeause_the pace and,,
style of their moveMents were similar -6 those-of the'children, in. .

doing. s.0, they became a part of it, feeding. energy.intO :it and. receiving
baa from it. Many other teachers in the film sample, some .of whom will
obe described,shortly, cut,across the current and preventedthe develop-
ment of fluid interactions among the children and between the children

.and the teachers'.

The next scene s ows most of the children coloring. As in the
puzzle portioh of th class, the children are all closetwather at one
end of a long table ith,their papers touching or almost touthing. The
coloring is freehad and.very animate0 The children are lively; they show.
excitement in their aCes and interact with each othee a great deal

'while coloring. They all share ,a large box of crayons.

Miss Betty is seated at the table. Several of thetthildren who are
not coloring are elSewhere in the room playing various games. One of
the children apparently has.a sore throat and both teachers examine him.
Mi8s Annie brings the sick boy to the coloring table and slowly shbws

him the *crayons, and draws lines on the paper, apparently, to show him the
colors. The process is quiet and unpressured. The teacher:leaves him ,

and talks briefly to 4nother student (Illus.. 26-28).

ABb.
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After a while there are more_children oh'the floor, playing with
puzzles, blocks and running around. ,The teachers join in these activi-
ties, one of them constructing a tower of blocks with several students.
She quietly draws one boy into the process...; handing him a block and
showing him where tO place it, then afterwards adjusting it to fit-in a
little better. The whole interaction is non-verbal as well as c n be,
determined from the film (Illus. 29-31).

'

a

e
MINIMMININI1.1aar

, 29 30 31

a

The film then shows Miss Betty reading ta a sMall group' of children.
As she reads she holds her hands together, wiggling them back and forth.'
The student hext to her mimics these .getUresr She then touChes her
nose and the same boy touches his nose. A boy in front of the teacher ,

looks at the camera and then back at the teachert picks up the gestUre
and touches4his nose (Illus. 32-37).

The film ends,with everyone washing up for a lurich of sour, cheese,
milk Shd pilot crackers. They sit at a long table, say grace,then eat.

,
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".)These last sections of the class -continue thespattarns of the
earlier portions. Communications between teachers and children are

frequent, often intenSe and smooth.

One observer of this footage has remarked that the class reflected
the philosophy of early childhood education and that the performance, of
Miss Betty and Miss Annie cOuld fnlarge part be related to their'six-

.

week training session (Connelly, private communicatiOn). The fflm clearly

shows the influence of general early. thfidhood educatioh patterns in
terms of cbntent and, to a degree, in format. It is what happens with-

in.that forMat, and with that standard content, that is remarkable.
The aost important aspect of this class, aside from the sthooth teacher-
student interaction6, was the sense of Unity of direction.and movement
in the group. This unity, lacking in other classes, gave the.class an
unmatched intensity of ihterattions. It is unlikely that.these charac-

.

teristits resulld from anything learned in the training session. In.

an)i case, the nature of interaction§ within the Head Start elasi closely
resembled the nature'of interactions seen in footage of hoMe andAtllage
scenes. This fact strongly,sUggests that the.special aspects of the . ..

Head Start claSs reflect the transference of local Eskimb patterns of
behavior into the.setting of a Head Start class.
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A Combined Prefirst/Second Grade in Kwethfuke

.-KwethlUk is a large 'village with a newand, idea wellstd.
_school:. As is common in vijlage schools, the princia1 was expected.to
tgach well'as adainister. -In the norMW-courSe:of e\ents for the
reion% the'staff had been deplOed by-illness.and resignations.,'Accom-
panying readjustMents An classes.and duties orthe reMaining staff ha0
to be made. 7The'vmiX.of-SetOnd'grade andAireffitt-deStribed herepwas a

result of these adjustMentsAK was taught by riv. Principal,:a.creden
tialed teacher,in.his first'y.,ir of teaching in KwethlUk. In his role
asprincipal.:he was under 0".,ticu1ar stress because.of staff Shortages;
The combinedsclass Was notexceptionally large, withjwenty-Six students
in a large room. Ilr,,-Principal, had the..asSiStance (not always utilized)
of a local teacher aide (Collief, 1973? private comMunication).

4t. .

The film starts with most af Students-seated in.three'rough
rows of chairs in front of the room foran ESL (English as a Second
Language) lesson. , A small number of students, under.the supervision

...of the ai , are orking with workbooks at desks-in thesback of Ihe
room. Mr, ncipal has an ESL dialogue, concerning.a lost child,and
a policeman, written on the board.. The language of the dialogue,:
written for Puerto Rican Children in New-York City, is somewhat awkward.
Mr. Principal reads the dialogue, explains it, and then has the group
repeat it. .His movements and gestures are fast, angular and harsh,
meaning that they.are linear in direction and carried out at high speeiC
which is marked by abrupt stops-and tarts'(Illus. 38-40b)...

,

38 39. 40a L.

z

.the Head Start class indicates that he moves three times.as fast as they

did. '-Student'respopse throughout this ESL lesson is mai'ked by a .1.ack of
flow and-uncoor;diNted pace. :There is a great deal of fidgeting, twisting,

.

andturni6q:TheSe movements are generally .unCoordinated actions,ofjnj
dividual stUdents. One boy claps his,hands, puts them on his knees, raises
his hands again and claps Xhem-fin, a rhythmic moVement. 'But this whole
sequence of action ts totally ignored,by the surrounding CTdrenjIlluS. 41 46):-

.'

iI
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. At various times the grouVas a whole is orientedtoward the te,acher;
but these Aoments are brief and soon replaced_by less unifted behoiior,
including a fair amount of looking at the camera (Illus.: 4748). ,

1"

47 48

qr

It is this inconsistency of group-wide orientation and coordin&iion
of movements which leads me tp describe this sessioh as having a discor-
dant note atid little flow.

ir



As the lesson progresses the teacher selects sindivldual chi]dren to
come forward and act but the dialogue. An Older'boy plays the part of
polideman. Several students come forward one after.anOther to.play the'
part of a lost child, l'hese sequences present an 9pOrtunity to observe
teacher-to-ttudent.interactions with tWb different studentS, a boy and a
girl, The teacher rimothly,ushers the small boy to ihe front of the
room and positions hiom facing "Mr. Policeman." In this sequenc6the 4
teacher slOws hiS pace and he and the boy move together(illus. 49-51).

49 50 51

However, as the'teacher moves back the- boy takes a frozen stance just- as
.the teacher left him: feet together, elbows'in, hands held tightly in
front and motionleSs. After.a periQd of waiting, the teacher auves in
to encourage him. But now Mr. Principal has.returned to hi.s quick
angular style of moVement. He gestures vigorouSly, points to the board,
leans civer the small boy. The boy remains frozen inVosition.. The boy
is rekplaced with a girl. She, too, takes the same frozen position and
holds it (illus. 52-55).
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The rematnder of.ihe.clast continues in its chaotic state with pace,
and_movements utterly yncoordinated, .They are a group of'isolated
in-dividuals, all moving in the same manner and .at a similar piice, bpt
-not tege,ther; --The teacher -was--abi-e---hriefiy-toadjust-pace. And 7actions-
to mesh with the students_ He was, however, unable to sustain these
adjustments onte'the process of the dialogue was started and so could
not help the tudents relax to a point where they could,comfortabl.y.,act
out the di,ajogue. The frozen state of the students when fhey were
singled out to perform in front of the group Was repeated in several
other classes with other teachers. The lack of flow in.their movements
in front of the class conveyed their extreme discomfort.. Jhroughout the
ESL lesson, Mr". PrinciparsJast pace, and abrkipt, angular movements,
appear tO have madeAt 'quite difficuTt for the students to be dr(awn into
the lesson as he presented.it. The uncoordinated behaVior f the
children refletted the degree to whiCh they were uninvolVed with the
Aiesson, s well.as 10 the degree to which Mr. Principal's actions and
tanner diSrupted group unity.

After a brief period of reorganization,.the ESL lesson is folloWed 43/
4-session of Mother Goose rhymes. ,Pictures of charaCters in the rhymes
are projected on a s,creen while the teacher leads the group in chanting-
the words together. He starts opt at a more moderate pace-than in. the ESL
leison; but_, after a'time, he returns to,the hectic pace and gestures that
ty104fied the'earli session (Illus. 56-58).

56 57 58

,

. This period of group activity saw the most unified behavior on the'
'part of the studehts and the longest periods of attention for the group
as,a whole, Behavior was less chaotic, and the increased consistency of .

attention was revealed by more unified body positions and fyocial orien-
tation toward the teacher. There was some synchronization ofoace
Within segments of the group, if lot group-wide. An exaTplOof this was.
a period of time in Which two Students rocked back and forth together
(Illus. 59-62).

,
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It mayqbe that the pace or rhythm Of the rhymes momentarily provided M .

Principal with a pacing more .congenial to that of the.chdldren, thus

drawing them in.- This,beat was not picked up by other childrenz how-
ever, and unity of attention seen in the orientation of faces, was soon
reOlaced bYl.twisting and turning, and by wandering glances. Mr. Principal .

was able to get their attention andinvolvement for a period of time
but was unable to hold it. The situation suggests, as tn the ESL lesson,-
that, the pace and Style of.his presentation were too distinctly.different
from thht of the children for any flow to develop. Consequently, he was
unable to provide real direction to the clasS.

The next sequence of scenes shows the class scattered 4around the

room: the younger children eoloring dittos of Mother Goose.rhymes, sOme
'of the oldee children working at'a table with worksheets, and the teacher
and seven students 'gathered around a tabje for.reading. Despite the
small size of.the reading voup and the4 proximity to.each other, there
f* no sense of group unity, no thread which holds them together. They , L.

wove, as so often' in this class., at the same pace but not at the same
time. While bodies turn,.eyes Wander all over tilt place. Each student
moves alone without relationship of a consistent nature to neighboring
movements. Some of them place their books on edge, making walls behind

-which they sit ieo1ated, sluWped down in their chairs. This isOlation
is indicative of the lack of commuhicatioh among the children and with

A4.



the teacher. The teacher hunched ovee at one end Of the table (the
table is too low for him) and vigorously pursues.the lesson inthe same
abrupt, forceful and linear style which he used When he was projecting to
the whole class Jn the ESL lesson.. He eeaches across the table several

--4---t4mes to-turn students-1-04--orLtodrawattent-trontGtheWoks.,--These
movements are sudden and at variance with the students. .In one case, he
accidentally hits a boy'on the side of the face. Neitiher he nor the boy
were-sufficiently aware of the other to avoid the blow even though they
were sitting side by side (Illus. 63..65).

63

s.

64. 65 -

All these movements wyuld have been intrusive and disruptive to
-student flow and involvement with the .lesson if there had 13(kn any; but
with thin9s as they were, thesemotions were merely a part of a,gener-

- ally confused pattern of movement and interaction.

The camera sWings to show the rest of the room. The pide, helping
a girl with some writing, leans over and Writes,something, Student and
aide move at the same slow pace, but the camera continues its swing and
the scene is lost to ;riew before any characterization of the interaction
can be made. The younger students Sit widely scattered, coloring, just
filling in the lines. Each is alone with.his oe her sheet of paper and
an individual set of crayons. The coloring process is slow and sleepy.
Eyes wander readily to other parts of the room (Ijlus.

66 67
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The camera swings and shows the aide with three student's. All are'
(Ant irqently oyer the table, Iodising d6wn, together. One of the girls
gets up frog Mrer seat and sfands leaning on the table to get closer to
the center of focus (Illus. 68769).

4

pie camera returns to the teacher, now standing, who continues in
the same energetic style. The students at the,reading table continue
the behavior alteady described.

°Ole next portion of film shows aplay period. Most of the students
play,alone or in groups,of two or three. Behavior is generally similar
Ao.the play in the Head 'Start class. The only striking sdifference is
that hg*e there is.afair .amount of bumping into oneanother, and the
scene Vs-torrespondingly a bit-more chaotic. This disorder may in part
be due to the smaller size of the play ar.ea and the larger number of
children.

1.

Througho t this'play period the aide continues to work with two of
the three st dents she was last seen helping. They sit in the middle of
the.room in-quiet concentration, heads and bodies focused down dn the
table or toward eaCh other. They have created.an invisible bubble of
intense concentration in which they.continue their work smoothly and
without hurry,(Illus. 70-72).
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The class ends with the whole class gathered.at the front,of the room as
:images are projected on ascreen and students are called fbrward to .

point thinqs opt. The ,Ohavioris generally the same as during the,ESL
lesson, except for an interruption when evaryone but the teacher tur'ns
to look out the window. Presumably, someerling of importance and interest,-,
a plane landing perhaps, js outside (Illus. 73). a,

73

4'

The teacher ignores this.lintrusion.and resolutely continues irrhis hard-
working manner, pointing to things,gesturing and drawing students tb -

the front of the rooM to.point,out.things on the screen. As before,
4'

they stand in frozen postures and escape as quickly as possibld back' to
their chairs.

, ,

This class.was fipified by nearly c -mplete absence of connection
between the pace and movements of the teach r and the paceond movements
of'the'students. The teacher operated at th e times the speed of the
students, and in a style of movement--ang linear, and harsh--which

was-opposite in style from the'rounded mo ements of the students,
Except forbrief moments noted in descri ing the 1SL lesson, t e teacher. 4

appeared,oblivious to the position, pace 'and movements of the s udents.,
Had he attemPted to relate to them more closely, the conflkct ir pace
and mOtion would have been..even, more. striking. The Students' chaotic
behavior may have been partially a result of a non-verbal chasm between
thewand the teacher which made it nearly impossible for the teacher.to
create-a situation in which the glass could focus-i-n on the material
which he was presenting. Mr. Principal worked almost rionstop in his
.efforts to involve the students, yet the class was characterized by
boredom and general lack of intensity of involvement with anything.

, Only the two or three students descnsibed orking with the aidie showed,
any extended involvement or intensity. Could Mr. Princiapl have modified
his.behavior, the structure-of.the class, or the role of the aide in
Such a Way that student interest and involvement would'haVe matched his
owil, hard work and obVious dedication? It is irbnic that Mr.. Principal's

hard work and deditation, expressed as it was in increased pace and
more aggressive movements,;may actuallyhave served to make.the situa-
tion worse.. Even such a small matter as a'marked reduction in the speed
of his movements might have led, to improved student response.

g.
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A Kindergarten Class in,.B.ethel

. This.cthss Was taught by Miss Kiderbelle, an older woman who had a

long career in Alaska sChools 1973; 87; .COnfielly, private com-

munication). The film opens with the class, seated intwo longorowt,
facing one side of the 'tom where aft ES00" yOUth-.U-piayttig-an-etettrtc
guitar. Seven boys are seated together'in front of d long table, and

. eight Orls are seated behind the table. There is aneighth boy in th'e
class, but he is separated from the rest of the class dnd does not seem

. to participate.: .The cldsS is all Eskfmo.except for one boy who was
repo ed to b part Eskimoollier, frivate com unication). . The teacher
Sits ' ight of'the table.' As.the film C s'4 e begin's, a boy. is

ildancing" in front of the claSs while the tea er.and (Ideally) the
children clap time. The teacher's moVements are aggressive as she claps,
but the'children are lackadaisical and totally out of seluence. Jhe

, boy in front of the class has almost the exact position that the small
boy in Mr. Principal's ESL lesson had in front ot that particular class.
The boy extends his hands in front of himself, and his body Is rigid.
He lifts his feet pbrhaps halfvn-inch and'too slowly to carry out the
dancer's role (Illus. 74).

-25-:
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After a time, he isyeplaced by another boy who is someOat more ac-
tive; but not, as it develops, in the style preferred by th6 teacher.
She rises abruptly (it takes her one second to get from her seat to the
boy eight feet away). grabs the .boy by the upper arms, anirmoves him
arouncLinto various positions which she thinks are correct,for the dance
motions. T4ese involVe turning one way,'then another, and moving around
the floor iff the process. Both this boy and the previous one had remained
in one spot. The whole process, from the time she rises from her seat
until she is seate0 again, covers no more than eight seconds; her move-
ments throughou't.are quick-and forceful. The boy's response to this
sudden manipulation is passive; he is moved by her and does not move I

with her. At ell points in the movements he is lagging behind hermoVe-
ments, and his body subtly out of balance (Illus. 75-79).

as,
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After the teacher returns to her seat, he continues.his dance
somewhat in the manner'She demonstrated but in very awkward form. When
.he finishes...he is rewarded by a piece of .can0 (as each dancer was) and
quickly sits down. The sequence is a clear illustration of lack of flow
between teacherand student.

Performances in front df the class-continue, first by two girls.**
then by two ,boys.. In both cases the behavior is the same; they stand in
one place and move their feet up and down an inch or two while holding
rigid body positions. As with the children in prefirst, they appear to
be quite uncomfortable and embarrassed;cthey hold their hands close to
their sides eXcept for kcasional coVering of the face and some nervous
movements to the'mouth. Throughout this time the rest of"the class
dutifully claps in perfect dissynchrony while th ir attention wanders all
over. -lhey look at the camera a great deal. J,6py experience, this
often indicates distraction aidlack of intere in the classroom
actiiity of the momeni (Illus.

A
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This session of the class ends with the group dancing around the
table. The students, while more active and.relaxed in their moVements,
are as discordant as a group as were the inOviduals. In pleparation
for recess the teacher lines the stUdents up j'n two lines'adjacent to
the door ahd turns away to get her coat from the closet. Her back is
turned less than five seconds, and in that-interval two of the,girls
start,a spontaneous dance. They hold haads and dance arouncrift a circle,
bouncing up and down, wjth fluidity And enthusiasm which_contrasts
totally.from the attempted dancing at the directiOn of the teaCher.
There was no flow in the movements.and interactions of the earlier,dancing
but now there is; movemen'ts are well synchronized and smooth (Illus. 83-88).
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The teacher turns back and gtills this "disruption" with a sMile
and a firm Osture. However, the imMobility of.the regular class session

,has been broken and the girls buhny-hop out the door. It is,clear that.
. the children have the ability to dance; why were they so frozen and
awkward earlier? SoMething in the teacher-student relationship was
affecting their behavior. She made them-feel awkward. .

The next scene on the film shows students gathered,in a Semi-circle
.on the -flocir. Two toys are holding up a very Targe reader. The teacher'
is not with this, group, but is Seated off to one side, with another student.
Using a long stick as a marker, each student points oUt and reads a mord.
Pace is slow And unsy*roniied.:There are no sustained interactions
among the students. y are lacladaisical, and occasionally smile;
their attention wanders a great deal. There i no group-mide focus or
aetwork pf movement.§:

.Next, the students sit scattered around the room while they work
on worksheets handed out by the teacher. As in the reading session,
there is littte interaction.and.no concentration. The.students spend a
great deal of time just looking round the room while s1, ly working
withtheir papers. The major point of'focus ir the'room lseem s to be the
-camera. Everyone looks at it'once in a while. Because he students are
widely scattered and rarely interact, there are few, oppo tunities for
ihterpersonal flow to develop. The few occasions when it does are too'
brief for any, clear description of it to be made.

The next section of.fiIm shows the.class washing up for a snack and
then eating it. The snack is peanut butter on pilot biscuits and milk.
Most of the class sit idly looking around.the room or making brief
unSustained conversation with theirineighbors But one group of six
girls (aIl but two of the girls in the class) is- more involved and
animated. . They are involved in a very fluid and flowing series of
interactions whiqh start with them a1,1 seated and in apparent conver-
sation. Three of them stand and confront each other.in an itntense
physical and verbal fashion; the ptirpose setits to be to find out who is
taller. There is animation and laughter(Illus. 89-91).

4
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Unfortunately,the camera does not follow this episode to its
conclusion but cuts to the rest of the class who Areibehaving much as

clq
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.before with no sustained Interaction. The camera then swings back'to
the six girls who are now bus'y toasting each other with their ydlk.
This process is carried out'with great glee'and is very smooth and.
flowing. °After they finish their Olk and make their last toast'they
get up and leave the table'(Illus. 2-94) 4_ .
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Again the film.record has shown the children operating)as a group, fluid
and hooked.together, with &great deal of zest and interest in their
activities. "This energy potential was not reflected in'the organized
sessions of the class. The teacher could not 'tap. it, and indeed seemed
to destnoy these interrelationshilos by her Very presence;

.

The film coverage ends with a short session of -4.0e Chjldren working
with worksheets For the moSt part, behaVior is the ame,as earlier
except that a nu6ber of the-girls are now working together. The Only
new feature is th t several.students approach the teacher for assistance,
and thebrief in actions which'follow show herto be more flpid and
the students oure r:laxed than in.the earlier portions of the film. The
significant differenke may be that these.represent private one-on-one
communications rather than individual interactions with the teacher in_
front of the whole clas . Again, unfortunatelyithe camera does not

- record these interaction in detail;and the sequence as a whole stoO
short for any patterns to e observed. A

While the film record p this class ,is in many respects lesg complete.&

than that of the mixed prefirs ,and second grade class in Kwethluk, it
seems that here, too, the teachèç, cut across the interaction patterns IF
the children and was generally unà.le to achieve smooth communication With'
them. Certainly many,factors are i volved, but the differences in 'pace
and movement, so clear in the dance quence, were certainly part of
the reason that she was unable to'make the complete contact with the
children.

A Kinder arten Music Class ii Bethel

The class involves the same group of studen s as were in Miss
Kinderbelle's class,and the same room is used. Th students are.seen
with a different teacher,, Mr. Music. He was a.tall Anglo in,his first



,

year of eeaching fn Alaska and had responsibility for the music program
of the gchool from kindergarten through higI school. His specialty was
the high school band prOgram and he came to e kindergarten class once
a week (Collier, 1973: 88-89).

.

.7'
As in the beginning of Miss Kinderbell c1.m, the.students Are

Seated in two rows of chairs: boys in front and girls in'backl but without
the i prvening desk. As the film Starts, the teacher is seattn.
front f the grOup,but soon he stands and remains,standing fdr ,st of
the r'mainder of the'class. , Since he fs tall, the boys in the front row
have to tilt their heads far back ln.order to follow him. Off to one
Side and moving.around a great deal is the eighth bpy mentjoned as '\ .

playing only a peripheral role in Miss Kinderbelle'g class.
c,

The teacher'begins by.asking what ey would ave Oil a farm if they
had.a farm, leading up to the song, Nld cDo d Had a Farm." This

A analysis is not concerned directly'with colent or the verbal'portion of
the classes, but it might be noted that helets no verbal reply to these
questions, a not surprising response consIdering the hundreds of miles
of snowy tundra' surrounding the school. The children-are fidgety,
twisting and turning in their seats. Occasionally, some stand up and
ldok around the room. None of these movements are-group-wide but rather
represent individual behavior with hoclehr connection to the actions of

'their claAmates except in general Gharacter 6nd pace. There are brief
occasions when they focus in on the teacher; who is quick and linear in
his movements, though not s much as Mr. Principal in Kwethluk. The
peripheral eighth boy starts acting up for the camera at this, point, .

making fac'es and going through contortions. The rest of the class does
not pay any attention to,Jiim, but Mr. Music comes over and firmly push6s
him down in his .seat and admonishes him verbally and with 'hand gestures.
The class starts,to sing "Old MacDonald" and for a period focuses up at
.the teacher as, he stands with his hands in his pockets, singing and
keeping time with-nods of his head (Illus. 95-96),

.,f.
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After a while, this unity begins to collapse as the students again
begin to look ardupd the room and fidget in their,seats. At one point
the song changes to one with a keyplinet "Little Peter Rabbit had a
cold upon his chest, and he rubbed it with camphorated oil" sung to the
tune of "John Brown's Body." The teacher can be seen rubbing hisechest
to emphasize this treatment.

3,9
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Student attention continues to fluctuate,.and there is no synchron-
ization of pace eVen though they are singing. The bO who acted up for
the camera haS been Moved-off to one'sidetfoljowing.more contortions.

The scene concludes, shortly, after he is moved.

While student attention toward the teachey was.sporadic compared '
to the Head Start class already describpd, it was still more sustained
than in the earlier session with Miss Tinderbelle. This may have bebn
because there was a more clearly defined group activity, singing. The
improvement was1only relâtivet'howeve, and Mr. Musid was unable to
sustain'the periods of attention and involvement that he occasionally.

.s.t.e4T.
-0,created.

,.4

The teacher followed "Little Peter Rabbit" with a session of. singing
the.ABCs. The format changed somewhat as individual students were
brought forward to pOint out the letters on a chart and sing them. The
cdverage starts with the teacher and one.of the boys standing by.the
alphabet diaft, the boy pointing and singing. Almost immediately the
teacher-grabs the boy's wrist and moves it along the chart. There is.

'no flow to this process, the teacher and Student being out 'of synt both
in pace and style. The teacher speeds up his 'progress down the rowof
letters and introduces hand movements.with abrupt pauses at ch letter.,

which.are so fOveful that they bend the thart.batk at th oint of
impact. As in the earlier example of Miss' Kinderbelle Ta ipulating the'
boy. in the dancing scene,"the student goes4assive and TS dragged along
by the teacher. The boy's shoulders and hips become discordant-in their
relatibnship to his hand movements and his bodPis thrown out.of balance.
'this lack of balance and coordination iS not altogether tlear in the
Still form.of the film (Illus. 97-99).

1

.97 98 99

A girl follows, and the'teacher.starts 'her, down the'row and lets go
of her.arm to turn and pncourage the rest of the class. Her movements
become_smoother an.1 more balanced: note, for example, in the still photo
that her arm an4 body areTiore closely linked than when.the teacher was
moving her (Illus. 100-106).
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-When she reaches."T" the teacher suddenly(grabs' her wrist and
brings her back one letter, the whole Motion taking abobt one second,
and. lets her continue. In both thiS correcting movement and the earlier
gu4dance the teacher's mOvements speeded up the.girl's.movements,
stretched her out and threw berjpody off balariee. fIer movements and.the
teacher's are completely out of sync and there is very little flow in
the,interaCtion. The teacher interropts her flow'of movement but is not
able to geVher.to match his, orMiS to match hers.. '

04,

ill

Throughout this lesson the-rest of the class sings along but With
the same irregular behavior described earlier: fidgeting, attention
wattlering, rocking tack and forth iput with no shared yattern to their
actions.

The hnal scene of the film shows the class first standing\jn front '
of their chajrt while-the tea.Cher "starts to get them dancing and then.
marching in a circle around the rooM :to music.from a,record the teacher
has started to"play. The moveMent around the chairs is someWhailislower
and there is a bit more unison than:in the stmilar Ativity-witH Miss
Kinderbelle. But theJilm:recdrd is too brief to,see whether qr ndt
this pattern is maintained and what its Characteristics are. `

. ,
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: Both Mr. MusiC and Miss: Kinderbelle consiStentlY Cut across-the
flow of student movements, breaking up their involveMent with the
activities th.0 were engaged in. Thew interruptions:cannot have served
to enhance th4messages that the. two Teachers were trYing to convey when
they attempted these interactions and most likely served to make all
comMunications with the.children More diffiaJ.1t. That the children. were
capable of developing flOwing :interactions with each othdr was dembnStrated
.on two occasions,by the girls, tioth times with the teacher aftent. With
rare and momentary.exceptions, no such patterns of flow developed dUring
activities directed by the teachers and the general pattern was one of'
chaotic; Undirected non-verbal behavior which suggests that the general
.process of education was far from what.ft might. have 'been. It is impor-
tant that In neither case could the teachers be 'charged with being lazy
or not'trying, although they did not exhibit the intense.effort put
forth by Mr. Principal.

, /
A Second Grade Class in Bethel

Thi,6 class was taught by Mr. Scout, a young man of small stature.
who had taught seyeral years in.Alaska. In terms of this study he.was
an, "Anglo" but perhaps only marginally as he was the Son of eastern
European immigrants and had been raised in New York City.(Collier,.
1973: 93).

The class had soma twenty-eight students, and the room was fairly ,

small.- As a.result, there was not much open space', and seating was
in rows of desks, although the students were not in them much of the

'time. .This class had the highest.proportion of non-Native studentS.of
any of'the class.6s studied in.detail,

4..

The film coverage of the class opens with Mr. Scout in the back of
the room, his hands cupped to his mouth, giving instructions to the class
at large "as they prepare.for recess. While he is addressing the class,
one ofothe boys approaches him anetaps him on the chest in an attempt to
get his.attention. Mr. Scouls without breaking his focus of continuing
instructiOns to the class, puts his hand on top of the boy's hand.. The
boy moves back and gets soMething from a deg and returns. iflb teacher

finishes talking and draws back with the boy toward the corner of the
room where they can then be seen in communication. The process is a
smooth flow of interaction from start to finish. Mr. Scout had con-
tinued his Wrections to the group, signaled the boy that the message
was received, and liad then followed up with the attention that the student
had sought, SignifiCantly, the coverage of the class starts with a
student initiating communication with a teache'r and getttng an immediate
and smooth response, an occurrence qutte rare in most of the classes-- -
but common to this one. In fact4 this brief seqdence almost defies thd
nature of teacher-to-student relatiOns in this class (Illus. 107-110).

I*
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While Mr. Scout and the boy talk, the rest of.the class close up
their desks and move to the front of the room where they get their toats

, and congregate around the door. The teacher then comes to the front of
the room and puts on his coat. The whole class is now in t.he small
space in the front of the room, milling around, but with no congestion
or friction of.movements. Their'paCe is shared, and they have a Ood
sense of each other's'whereabouts, making it possible to move around
without bumping into one another. Several of the students approach Mr.
Scout to talk to him, apparently about something on the floor as aTi
eyes turn down toward something qff-camera. Then the class tasually
go out the door without lining up; and, in the midst ofethem, goes the
teacher,leaving several student's unsupervised in the.claSsroom.° Accord-
ing 6, Jbhn Collier, this was quite unusuaT, indeed unique, in,the
classes he'observed (Collier, private communication). Others have
noted that school and state regulations often forbid teachers to leave
students unsupervised in classrooms (COnnelly, private dommunication).
Whether or not this was the tase in Alaska isreflot known, but it, is a
significant reflection of.Mr. Scout's confidence ir the children that he
did leave,theM unsupervised.'

The students that remain in the classroom are all busy. One boy is
workiu at his desk with pencil and book, oblivious to three girls who'
buWlhemselves putting away a large roll of paper and then distributing
cups and napkins to all the desks. One girl, moving down each row, pours
milk into the cups. All of the students in the room appear to be very
sure of themselves, There is no hesitation to their movements which
'eare smooth and relaxed. This sense of purpose and direction, with and
without the presence of the teacher, was characteristic of this class
and ets it apart from all other classes filmed, with the exception 01
the Head Start class.: It is particularly important to note that both
here and later, the children had Oppose and direction even when the
teacher was absent.

he other students start to drift back in, followed by the teacher.
They sit down and.start to eat uackers and drink milk while Mr. Scout
sits in front and reads a EuropRN folk talo. He is expressive in his
eeading style and makes many hand and arm gestures.

. Tlfe students sit
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listening intently while they eat. Some lean forward in their desks and,
a great deal of the time, they focus theirlattention on the teacher.
They are quite relaxed in this behavior, and ,some students altern e
between books on their own desks and the story the teacher is read
It is not clear whether they are following the reading in the book
are looking at books unconnected with the story.

The snack period and reading ends,'and the class cleans up and gets
prepared for c\ther activities. There/is a surface appearance of chaos,
but it becomes,cleAr that the utiviaes all have a purpose. Oesks are
cleared, things are putbaway, and the students begin-to form Into several
distinct groups and areas of activity, With no apparent direction or-
burst of energy the class has gotten down to academic business. There
are three reading groups in the back of the room, one of which is in
the middle-of the room and engaged in individUal activities and two
groups who are involved in art projects,in the open space at the front
of the room.

Throughout.this process of getting organized therejs'a great deal
of interaction among students and between students and the teacher.
In one brief period he talks briefly to ten different students either ,

individually or in small groups'. Some of these interactions he.initiates;
but fully half Are clearly started by the students. His movements in
these encounters are at the same pace as the students'. The flow.of move-
ments are smoottf; there are no signs of friction or missed signals. This
smoothness is particularly remarkable as most of these interactions take
place while the participants are walking around (Illus. 111-116).

,
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Th9 frequency and number of,teacher-to-student and student-to-

teacher interactions in this class was unmatched in the total film
sample. ThisThection of the class a40 shows another feature whirl)
makes his class unique: the ability of the class to 'get itself together
without the constant presence and direction of the teacher.

Once the groups,Are set, there'is a great deal of interaction
within them. Mr. Scout moves around for a period,and studentspursue
him with papers and questions and then return to their groups. Evenr
tually he seats hiTself at the rear of the room with a reading group;
fully half the class is out.of his sight.

-The camera focuses in on one of the art groups. They have rolled
out a long sheet of paper and walk back and forth looking down at it.
They move together .as a group (Illus. 117-119).

117 118 119

Mr, Scout can be.seen, briefly, gesturing in wide rounded gestures to
the group he is with. The camera pans back to the front of the room
where most of the art group is down on the floor atone end bf the
paper, partially obscured from view by the dcsks. Two views of them
show the intensity of their focus and the degree to which it is shared
(Illus. 120-121).

a
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Two other students in the.front of the room are working on separate
projects on the floor. Both groups are quite actiVe, their focus and ,

concentration clear. Their bodies, bent oVer the papers, moVe back and

forth, and their hands are busy. Ther'e is a great deal of.interaction;

they look up at each other and then down again, at their work. This

sequence'shows what interested and involved students look like; their
orientation is toward the project, and their moyements are-shared and
coordinated. This is a groOp project, and they function as a group.

The students at the desks are working individually,.mostly, with
Science Research Associates (SRA) readinR materials. They glance up
occasionally, but there is little drifting of attention frOm the
materials. For the duration af this period there.are students- moving
around all the time but always.with an:air of purpose. They come and
go around the teacher throughout the period; he always responds.

A

Following a break in the filming,'the ffela footage of this class
shows that the students are involved with a math lesson. Mr. Scout is
at the board, exPlaining a process and pointing out each step. The
students are sitting and watching intently, some leaning forward or
half-standing to get a better view (Illus. 122).
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They respond to questions with animation.. fter a while the teacher
hands'out sheets of paper, and the'stOlents work at them at their desks.
Concentration is high; everyone is busy with problems or with occasional
consultation with neighbors.

The teacher can be seen working with a number of individual students.
He crouches on the floor next to them and looks at them x great deal,
watching their responses. All his other movements and actions. are
directed toward the problems at the desk, as is ,the attention of the
students who rarely 16Ok at the teacher but focus rather on the work-
Sheets and what the teacher is showing them (Illus. 123-124);

o
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Most of these interactions are filmed in too little detail 'to make clear
statements, but ohe'sequence follows an interaction from start to com-
pletion., Mr. Scout walks down one row looking at students' work.
Spotting a problem, he stops beside one boy and starts to show him
Something on the worksheet 011us.'125-127).

125

I

126

l

127

Then, to explain the process more clearly, he gets up and returns
with a number rod (set oCwooden beads oh a rod) wh'ich he and th6 boy
set up While two other boys watch. In one sequence of this process he
moves his h6nd cross the tab1e,setting up the base while the boy picks
up the rod and Moves it aCro4 the desk,getting it ready to place on the
base. The movements of the tOacher',hand and the boy's hand with the
rod are at the same speed anefollow each other across the desk in a
flow of motion. With the rod in place, the teacher makes more explana-
tions, waits for student resp1nse, explains more, thenmaits again.
Waiting after explanations' was*characteristic of his style; there seemed

' to bd no pressure for immediate reSponse, (Illus. 128-133):,

v.
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Earlier, Mr. Scout and indivipual students were seen in brief
encounters that were notable for their frequency and their flow.
This last sequence gives A suggestion of the foundation on, which those
interactions were probably based; i.e., long, patient, oneoobn-one in-
teractions with students in which he was able to learn to move together --'

with the students..

During this math period, the class' as a whole is continuing ih,its
high level of concentration. Later,,as the students come (lose to
finishing the assignment there is a little more restlessne s. Students
stand, stretch, then continue to work. When the class ends, the students
get Iheir coats and leave the room in the same easy manner described
earlier.

.This class is important in the film sample because it shows an
Anglo teacher who has been able to create a classhsitudtion in which
student-to-student interactions and teachpr-to-student int6ractions are
frequent and fluid and take place in the context of intense itivotvementl
with the processes of educatioh. It suggests that it is possible for A'
non-Native teacher o make adjustmpnts which lead to the.,jnvolvenient of
the Native children. This raises the question of.how it done. 'Mr.

Scout seemed to base his success on a^,pAttern of leaving-m h of the
Operation of classroom proceS'ses to students while he spent 4rge portions
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of time making contatfwith individual or small groups of. student? .

Additionally, many of the activities of.the clasawere group activities
requiring g oup interaction, unlike the,,tharacteristic pattern of other
classes ini hich the curriculum was based on.activities which students
perfole one and'apart from óther students: The effect oflthis
struct of the class was to leave the control of pace and.pvcess 0
very in the hands of the students so that they were able t6 proceed
at a and in a manner comfortable to them. Equally important, the
clas environment created by Mr. Scout was one in Which it was
pOssi e for him to learn,the movementtpatterns of the children and they
to learn his. This was sci, because his Interactions with them were often
on an unhurried% informal, one-f6-ane1eVb1 which altowed-for mutual
adjustments. The circumstances were a direct result bf the way ih.which
Mr. Scout had structured the dlass.

A Home in Kwethluk

This was the home of a family in the village. Most of thg-activi-
ties of this home take place in ane room, estimated to be. twelve.feet
,square.. It is crowded.with.a Stove, table, washing gachine, benches and
chairs, a wash tub, shelves, wash stand and a variety of other goods as
well as six to ten people duribg,the filming.. Many activities take
place in this room: washing clothes, cooking, eating, washing and
dressing children, as well as a great deal of socializing. At several
points in the filming all these activities are gaing on"at the Same 4

time; there"is a. constant coming and:going of people. Deapite this
constant activfty there is little sense of congestion and all these
activities continue at a slow, steady pace amid smiles and laughter. No

one bumps into anyone else. No one .gets "in the way.' None of the
activities appear to conflict with each other. .People make subtle
.adjustments for each other as they move around, an ifltertwining of
movements which prevents any triction from occurring:

One brief occurrence'in the filming may serve to illustrate the ,

tone of interrelationships. An older woman, standing in a doorway next
to the table, reaches across the'table to hand something to a man seated
at the other end. A young woman.sits between 'the older woman ; the

man, with her back to the older woman. jAs the,older woman star to

reach across the table, the younTwOman ,Swings her head out of the wly;
allowing smooth passage of the object adross the:table. When the oldor
woman draws her harld back, the younger woman moves her head,emphasizing the
series of smoothand perfectly .tiped movements. Meanwhile, the other
people at'the table have followed the wholeoprocess from start to
finish, as can be seen by the rise, slow rotation and drop of heads as
the object is lowered to the table in.front of the man as he and every-
one else look ate it (Illus. 134-139)..

.
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In this brief example we can see acute interpersonal awareness,
smooth Racing, group-Ode involvement in or awareness of activities, and
the smooth flow of movements of people relative to each other. Most of
these movements and interrelationships are undramatic. In viewing the
footage, what is impressive is no one sequence or event, but rather the
totality of the footage. Carefully ordered use of space, a shared
pacing and smooth interrelating of movements make it possible for a
large number of people in a small 'space to cOnverse, eat, cook, wash and
otherwise carry out the-necessary activitibt of the day with little
sense Of crowding, friction or stress. ThisNksInd of order and the

relaxed atmosphere it creates can come only from a'highly formalized
sensitivity to space and the motions of others. .There is also a timing
and controlling pi movement and.activities so that no conflict occurs,
an interrelationsh p of .people's motions which is the epitomy of flow.

General Findings of the Analysis

These sections of film have been .described-to give the rehder*some
conception of the data on which the general conolusions of this'study
are based. These coAclusions are based on more than the cases described
and draw on film not.only of other classroom situations but also on film
records of village life.

00
4.
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ThiS.study-i5concerned'iwith patterns of pace.and flow in human
interactions .as.seen in the film recprd from western'Alaska. The analysis
found that there were distinct differences be:tween Anglo and Native
patterns of pace.and movement. It also found that there were essen-
tially three patterns of pace and flow in interactions seen in the
films:

1. The first pattern is/one of great discrepancies in the pace of
participants,combined with.;low levels of flow

2. The second paittern was ne of little difference in pace among
participants,combined withgenerally high levels of flow

3. The third pattern is an intermediate one in which differences .

in pace are somewhat less severe and flow'is intermittently
high and 19w.

These findings and their possible significance are the subject of this
section of the study.

The characteristic pace of.Native children and adults was, relative
to the Anglos, slow. While.there wasitome variation inpace with changes
in activity, it was essentially the same in all circumstances:. in

, school, around the villages, at hoMeand in church. This slow.pace was
accoMpanied by a style of movement best described as soft and rounded.
By this I-mean that motions tended to be circular in direction and

.

,rarely abrupt. The consistency of thi5 pace style and,the fact,that it
Was 'Shared by hoth adults and children suggests that it is the charac-
teristic Race of Eskimp in this section of Alaska.

The Anglos seen in the footage came from a.less homogenous cultural
background and experience than'the Eskimos. Correspondingly, there was
more variation in their pace and movement styles. Within the range of
variation, with two exceptions, they did form a clearly definable group
w-ith regard to pace.and movement styJe. Characteristically, their'pace
was fast to moderate and movements were linear and'often abrupt. On an
individual level, these patterns were quite' consistent, although there
was a suggestion in the footage that Anglos in stressful situations
tended to speed up their pace\ (Eskimos, on the other hand, appeared to
slow down in stressful situatihns.) I assume that Race and movement
patterns are reflectie of people's cultural background. Assuming this,
the individual consistency and relatively similar patterns of Anglos
seen in the films at least suggest that these are patterns of pace
and movement characteristic to Anglos in general. This suggestion is
reinforced by.the fact that the pace and movement patterns of Anglos
footage'taken by Edward Hall in New-Mexico was quite-similar to that
which I have just described... interestingly, the two non-Native teachers
who did ,not fit into this general Anglo pattern are-known to come fronl
different backgrounds than the other Ang1os. One was raised in the
:Kuskokwim region and the other waslof Eastern European background
(Collier, private communication).

The-pace of each gropp appeared to be independent of the other when
they were together. Tht pace of Anglo teachers did not seem to be

"i



affected. by the pace of the Eskimo children or adults with whom they. ,

dealt. Likewise,..the.pace of Eski mo children Seemed to operate indepen-
dently of the pace of their teachers. There were few cases of mutual
adjustments. in pace between i,nd.ividua1 of the two groUps,

P

These differences in the.pace of mOv ments carried 'over into the
pace of activities. These differences were clearest in the classroom
activities, .Anglo teachgrs generally ran their classes'on a schedule
that gave relatively short periods of time to each activity.. Tioansition
points are clearly defined and sharp. Eskimos handling similar processes
structured the processes differently. Things 4took.longer and thertransi-,.
tions betWeen activities were less sudden and distinct; Anglo-teachers

4ere generally brisk in helping individual students; making corrections,
pointing things out and leavAg. The two Eskimo.aides seen in the

, footage took a different apprgach:. helping, waiting, watching,,helping
.4/ again, waiting some more for long periods of lime, even to the extent in

.One case of remaining with two-students well into the next period of !
activities.

The significance of these,differences. between Anglos and EskimoS is
riot that they show Anglos and Eskimos to be different from.each other.
That is already known. What is more important is the effect that these
.differences have on interactions between people. The three patternA of
pace and flow in interactions which I listed at the beginning of thfS
discussion begin to suggest the effect'of differencevin.pace and move- .

ment styles on communication. I shall now discuSs theseAhree patterns
in more detail.

sn

The first pattern was one of great differences in pace and'loW
levels of flow. This was the characteristic paXtern of Anglo-taught
classes. Three of the clasSes described earn& exemplify this pattern:..
Mr. Principal's, Miss Kinderbelle's and Mr. Music's. In.all these cases
.the teachers move in-abrupt, linear movements, considerably faster
than the\children. They are usually several feet away frOm the children.
'Visually,..the,children and the teachers Often appear'to.be operating in
different rooms from each other because their movements are so unrela d
The children are not clued into the movements of the teachers;
not follow 6emrepeat them or make adjustments for them. They_rarely
focus on the teachers for more than short periods of time. There is no
'flow; the moveMents of the children are'unrel4Atl to those of the teachers.
The teachers, Oh the other hand., appear equally oblivious to the children.
They do not re'Spond tO the movements Of the children, make no.adjust-

. ments for them. Again, there is no flow; the teachers' movements are
unrelated to,..those of the children.

Is4this lack of flow a function Of distance? Are the teachers tOo'.
far away? While proxemic factors appear to be important in communication
in Alaska, they do not, seem to be the significant factor catAing low
flow:in these particular cases. There are times when the,teachers 1ve
close to the children. Rather than improving the level'of interrela-
tionship of mOsements, the differences and difficulties are only drama-
tized. The children go one way and the teachers go another. The'ir- '-

movements are totally unsynchronized; they throw each other off balance,
The children freeze up, practically tripping over their own feet. The
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teachers move 'quickly-and drag the children after them; mutual frusti-a-
, tion becomes evident. The proximity of the teacher and the Children

oe notcimprove flow. It serves only to define its absence.

(.

. A particularly striking aspect of interactions that fall into this
, first pattern s the effect of Anglo/Native relationshiptlop interactions
between.the Native.children. The'lack of flow.in interactions betwega/77.
-Anglo teachers and, the EskiMO children in these circUmstances appears to,
unMrcut interactions among,the children. While they move at the- same
pace, their motions are not synchronized, .They have a.low level of
aWarehess of each,other.as well as a low level of awareness of the
teacher, Heads turn aimlessly, bodies rock back and orth-, posture is'
often limp. Most of this behavior is. discordanU one person is rocking
one way while another is rocking in a different direction; eye focuS'.
.drifts in different directions.; postures and arm motionsre unrelated.
,This uncooNAnated behavior gave many classes an air.of loneliness and
waiting waft no purpose. This kind of.behavior,is most uncharacteristic
of a group which is supposed to be together for a purpose (Mead and
Byers 1968: 66-105). In effect, there is no group, but only a collec-
tion of isolated individuals.

.
ck

What.caused thiS isolation'with fts chaotic movements and behavior?
One factor is the lack of.flow between teachers and children.

. The
teachers do hot provide a focus or direction for the grOup because th'eir
Oace and.movement stylies serve to isolate them from the children and ,

,disrupt commUnication,on all levels. The teachers are.in control of tlie
physical space of the room. Not only'do they intrude-upon pie flow of
movemefits of the children py their own actions, they also arrange rooms
and activities ih such a way that isolation is encouraged. Most teachers
depend heavily on workbooks and worksheets which childpen are expetted
to do alone with no help.from other students. .These individual activi-
ties cut across group-wide currents,of interaction and made *ached
student interaotions brief; one-way communkations regarding the contents
of'the assignments. The same currfculum, indeed the same worksheets;
could have been handled in different ways. In several classes this
isolation was'further emphasized by taped boundaries on the tables.to

,

separate the children from each other, usually by three or fbur feet.
These'Tactors served only to exaterbate problems caused by the lack of
fl w between Children and teachers. Had these teachers been.aware of
what was happening, Could they have taken actions to avoid or sOften the
con equences? .,-.

N )

. The.second pattern of pace and flowin interactions wa S. one of
shared pace and high levels of flow. This was the pattern tharacter-
istic of,interactions in.the villages and in thellead Start class.
Movements, even apparently random movements, were often highly Synchro-
nized. While children in many classes rocked in different.directions;

.

'the children.in Heaa Start rocked together, in and out; An and-out,
like a.pulsating Ungit. While 'other teachers dragged children along, %

throwing themoff balance, even disciplinary vements in Head Start

)`4./

Were so well coordinated between child and teac er that they almost
took on the appearance Of a dance when they wer .ieWed in slow'motion.
'The hook-up betWeen children and. tdbohers was so 'clOse that a slight
.rise of the*teachers' head would be mirrored by a slight rise Of all
.of the children's *math.

0



In home scenes, this unity and synchrony made it possible for
diverse activities to take place in small quarters with-"Tittle visible,
sense of,congestiori, t3othn homes and in Head Start, relationshlps '

were characterized by a certain air of restraint or,perhaps more WIA.4
rately, a sense ofcarefulness and delicacy. The effect of this syn-
chrony and care was a level of intensity that was totally lacking in .

most Anglo-taught classes.

Tho initial,key to the high level of flow was certainly-Ahe fact
that pace was sharpd; people operateckat the sathe pace. This made it
possible for them to coordinate'their notion.and activities. Movement
styles were also similar, so that motions could be easily meshed.
People usually operated in close proximity to each other. . This was
possible because they moved together but it also Rade it easier to be
aware of each other.

,,.

The first pattern was charaCterjzed by the isolation of individuals;
.the second pattern was characterized by the unity of the group. People
mere c,10,e together: they moved together; they worked together on the

same -stilt(,.; and there were few individual activities. In prefirst the
children SNat isolated from each other when coloring and looked sleepy:
and bored. In Head Start,.they crowded close together and appeared
animated and excited. :

.It is significant that an Anglo teacher was able to create a class
with..these.characteristics'.. That class was Mr. Scout's class, already /
described in detail. He.was obvious* highly. sensitive:to non-verbal ,

si'gnals and perhaps inadvertently had created a classstructure which
did not cut across the currents of interaction.among the children. Many.

activities were group activities in which he was only marginally involVed.
The Oacing of these actiVities.was largely in tbe hands of the ,children:
Majiy. of Mr.,Scout's interactions with stUdennlhen-became relatively
lowpressured,one-to-one communications. They Often took the foim of 4
the extended help, watch, wait, help again process Ascribed for the
aidesr." ,By placing.many interactions on this level, Mr. Scout created
circumstances in which he and the children could make adjustments to
each other. The result was that the level of flow between him and the
.children was quite high.

In both Head,Start and-Mr. Scout's Class, the instructors 'Iad not
cut across the thread of interrelationships. Consequently, they were
able to get high intensity involvement from the children because they
had only to gain the interest of a few for that 'interest to be conveyed
to the whole group. They tied Ato the current that held the children
tipther. For this reason their presence as not needed for student
involvement to develop an&continue. The remarkable aspect of.these two
classes i$, the degree to which children were involved and focused in the
Asence of the teachers.-

Comparable levels
t
of teacher/student flow were 'seen in the upper

grades class at the Moravian Mission near Kwethluk. The class waS.
taught by a young Anglo woman who had been raised in the arevand she

5
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ap0Cared to have picked up a pace and style of novementlittle differeq,
from.that of th Eskimo-.students in hgr clas. This made possible the
high leveLof- 'sw seen .in the Class whicii was quite conventionally,
structured.. Fcfr some rAson not evident in he filM, the level of
:intensity did not match that:of Head Start or Mr. Scout's class although.
student invOlvement in activities was more than adequate.

The effect of this high level 6f'flow in interactions and the'sense
of unity of, groups was that both.in school situations and in village
scenes there was a clear 'sense of direction. A portion of the footage

.

recorded the.preparation.of fishing boats or use on the rivers as.soon

. the river, and li,ove haung. motors while the'children play along the
as the ice MeOare busy patChing boats, mo7ving them down to

shore, poking at he breaking ice. In these activities; the Teople al)
move at the saMe.pace'and move 'among each other with only subtlead-
justments in their moVements as they pass. Each is intent and.simul-
tanedusly aware of,.the others. Another group, sitting in the sun,
Nay.with the children and watch the activities. A small number ofTeople,
scattered oVer several hundred. feet of riverfront, have,more unified

"focus and intensity than Mr. Principal's classhom of tWenty, students.
Alxis focUs and unity culminates with the man taking their.faMilies, in

:their boats, up and down the barely'ice-f ee.river. On the banks the
onloOkers: heads turn, aimost simultaneou ly, as each boat passes.

The third pattern of pace and flow found in the footage was an
intenmediate one. pifferences il/1 pace were not as extreme as in the
first pattern but Were still evident. The level of flow was on occasion
relatively high but inconsistent; there were perio4.7s of,low levels of
flow. There were:only tOo cases that fall 'into thn pattern both ,

Anglo-taught classes at Kwethluk. In one case, an upper grade class
t4ghtly Mr. Kweth, a degree of unity and flow wo,generated by an
imaginative lecture on mental health which_drew heaVily on comparisons
of,life in the Nillage to life in the "Lower 48:1, The'.eomparisons were
highly favorahle.jo theAbillage. Mr. Kweth's pace was moderate and
movements restrained. At the end of each portion of:the lecture, he
would wait and look around rather than pushing on immediately. When

o

asking questions he did not pressure forlimmediate answers but waited
.

untiLthere were responses. These patterns were visiblepn the film and
confMed by checking the audio record of the clfss. 'The students, had a

roph degree of synchrony of motion, heads.bobbing and turning with soe
degree of intergroup unity. There were low key interactions-between

'

individual students which appeared related to the lecture,and eye focus
on the instructor was fairly consistent. There were periods, hOwever,
when the unity seemed to slip vmewhat, particularly as the lecture drew
to a close. The film record does not.show.the class engaged in other,
activities with. the teacher, so the overall pattern of the classjsnot

. Luk. The film show: e'Class engaged,,in a number of workbook-related

The second an intermediate vades class taught by Mr. .

Lactivities. Mre Lu, has a Moderate pace and an expressive linear manner
of gesturing which was relatively unabrupt,. He generally Worked in
close proximity to students in. .small.group situations. When he was 'with
a grOUp, there wa jity of focus and motion aMbng the.students and a

S.
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moderaWlevel of intenSity. Like Mr. Kweth, Mr. Lulc,moved somewhat
faster than the ttudents, but_waited'at.regular intervals for thy) to
catch Op% H.also.did not 00 for quick answers but waited fcr"responset.
Howeverm once he left a group of students, the unity and intensity fell
fairly 17apidly. for this reason, there wei-e little Circles of activity
and interest in the room whereAr he went, surrounded by relatively
uninvolved students. He cou.ld interest students .when he was iltmediately
involVed but was unable to,'hook into.,the currents of the class to inVolVe'

.

large portions of the class. Hi structuring of the use'of the workboOks
alp served to interrupt interactionS among the students and break up
the unity of the class..

In both these cases, téachers who were somewhat different from the
children in pace and movement patterns were able. to 'obtain interest and
unity when they related directly to the children. These teacINrs made ad-
justments in their behaAoi to allow the students to "catch up and av
peafed to have some awareness of_differences in pace. The content of
Mr. Kwetlis lesson may have stimulated the involvement of the students.
The problems'and conflicts common in.many other Anglolltaught classes
had been.modified but not eliminated as interest and involvement was
dependent on the immediate presence of the instructor'.

In general, the Native pattern was one of slowly paced activities,
and.movements,c9rried on with a great deal of.interpersonal awareness
and adjustments'. This interplay of movements created a sensation of
unity .of peoPle and purpoSe, a current moving slowly but steadily toward
some distant destination. Most of the Anglo teachers,with their quick
pace and abrupt,.impersonal style,cut acroSs this current and left the
students stranded in the classrooms like so many pieces of driftwodd on
the shore waiting for different Waves and tides to take each person
away. Mr. Scout 'and the teachers in'Head Start demonstrated what could
be achieved when this current was used and not disrupted.

What possible significance is there to these patterns? How can
they,help explain the difficulties and successes of cross-cultural
eddcation?

Human communication is a complex subject that occurs on many levels
that are both interrelated and independent. The process of schobling in ,

-Alaska, primarily a process of attempted communication, is-,an illustra-
tion of the complexity of the process.

. The non-verbal patterns discussed.
here are but one set of factors in many that deCide the course of eventS
in these classes. Success or difficulties on the non-verbal level
reflect 5s much as they decide the course of interactions on other
levels. They sometimes reflect difficulties on the verbal level as well
_as caue diffRulties on that level. Facfors beyond the confines of the
schoelS, or the villages, or eveh *state of Alaska influence the
course of non-verbal interactions in the classes. Likewise, the cOurse
of non-verbal events may at.times serve to compensate4pr cancel out
difficulties caused by other fattors.

An example of outside factors"influencing the course of non-verbal
interactions can be illustrated by the WO Head Start teachers. Their

.smooth interactions with the children reflected the fact that they were, .
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Membgrs of the same village: thetwerp.known tp the children, no-d6Ubt .14410, :

related Wmany Of tb,Rm and were part of.the same wOrld. Their style'
of relating to,the.children cOnfirmed and continued these relationships.
They could have,been self-conscious about their roles and.taken-stereo-'
typical teach0 positions and,destroyed the. ereativeand dynamic class
that theY had Created.

Likewise, the Anglo teachers arrived with handicap's: strangers in
an intimate-community, representatives of an alien And generally hostile .

culture., a type Of petple known to be difficult and incomprehensi-ble.
,Their.non-verbal behavior reflected these negative factors and seryed to
'confirm them. 'A fewhbroke away from the.standard Anglo pattern, thereby

,

not only improving the immediate process.of communicarion with the
students, but also:to a greater or lesser degree negating some of the
handicaps that theparrived With.

On aspecific level, the film analysis Showed that the.fast pace
and aggressive,linear style of movement of many teachers was deadly. In

every case, the students responded with confused behavior indicative of
the failure of the.communication process. In extreme examples,-the
students froze up; the harder the teachers tried, the worse it got.
This situation was aggravated by school assignments and class structures
which isolated the students from each other.and from the teacher. The
fast pace of the teachers' movements,together with the tom of those
movementsmade t difficult'for any real communication to take place
between students,and.teachers about anything, let alone the school work.
The teacher's role became impersonal an.4 distant. Significantly,
communication among students became equally distant in these Cases'.
Apparently, the tone of teacher-to-student interactionscan set the tone
Of student-to-student relationships as well.

4

In contNst,*Angld teachers who made siOme form of adjustment for
the differenci in pace by waiting.and not pressuring the students got
significantly more response from the students and more interest in Oe
school process. One teacher, Mr. Scout, who structured his Class in a
fashion that allowed many activitieS to.proceed at student pace and
style was rewarded with an-intensity of involvement equalled only by the'
Native-taught Head Start. Related and equally important, his structuring
of the class and relationships'in it allowed him to spend eitended
periods of time with ndividuAl children, giving him and t4em time to
adjust to eacirother and communicate.- -Over the.period of the scho0l
year, this individual inMraction would carry over into group-wide
relationships with the teacher, as was evident in,thelilm.

1

Th pattens of Mr. Scout clas and Head Start-suggest that
Native iiildren responded best to'classes that were slow to moderatly

is S
paced with a great deal of close, low key, unpressured interaction with
the teacher and other students. 'This pattern wds also.the pattern of
activities and interactions outside the schools in homes and village.
It should.be noted.that "unpressured" does not imply low expectations.
Mr. Scout clearly had high expetations for his students and tradition-.
ally,the environment of Alaska itself set high standards.ot. performance.

Another study of teachers in AlaSka. found that stUdents responded

0 /
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best to teachers who combined close, warm relationships with high expec-.
tations and standards. Oh the other hand, teachers who had warm rela-;
tionships with the chfildren without sdttinorhigh expectations'got poor
rsults as did teachers who operated aeiMpersonal distances and set
high standards. 'One of the mo'st 'common complaints4of students was that
Anglo teachers and children were cold, distant and "unfriendly. ", This
complaint was often traced to the fact that t Anglos operated at a
greater distance from people (Kleinfeld, 197 11-34).

The findings of the analysis Serve td confirm the importance of -

Native teachers for educational success' in'Alaska wit the critical
factor being, the nature oftheir training. Trained tJ take advantage.of
their communication patterns and skills, Native teac rs with aVerage.
ability mould have ,higher potential as teachers than all tut.a few
exceptional Anglo teachers. .Thisilast point is important because no
school program can plan on success. based primarily on the employment of
miracle teachers. The training of teachers in general and Native teachers
in particular is a complex issue, but7both the analysis of thi,s film and
other work with film suggests thatAhe communication process.between
teachers and students is the l'<ey to good classes. The absence of reason-
ably good communicatiNjnithe classroom will negate any curriculum or
program; conversely, the deivelopment of comfortable and'successful
interactions may do much to override bad curriculum and progrps.

Could'Anglo teachers be trained to"behave -and'present themselves in
a Native style? Quite probably not, as communication and behavior
styles, particularly on a non-verbal level,appear to be fairly automatic;
conscious maniptilation of these styles i difficult over extended periods
of time. The analysis of the`film showed the persistence of Anglo pace
and movement,styles in situations in which they were obviously, not .

working as well as the persistence of Native patterns of pace and indi-
vidual movements,regarOess of teacher activities, However, Ateacher
properly sensitized to the existence of dilrences might be able to
structure classroom relatjonships and proce ses to allowoome mutual
adjustments of differences.

Ln any case; the analysis suggests,that the discrepancy between
Anglo teachers and Natiye children in pace ahd movement styles, with
concurrent absences of flow, served to destroy the communication Pro-
cesses in the classrooms. Even minor accommodatIons on the part of
teachers often served to improve somewhat'on the unfortunate pattern.
In one class file Anglo teacher's role in setting the pace of actiyities
and interactions was minimized,and the classroom program created many
circumstances where he could meet at close quarters with the.ch,ildren.
This teacher was rewarded with high levels of flow,.communication,and
student involvement in the learning process. Ther.e is certainly room
for improvement with regard to non-Native teachers. But the potential
of Native teachers must be,regarded.as generally much higher.A.flow that
Potential can bekachieved.is-another question.

Both this study and the earlier study of film raise some ,question
about the content of curriculum. How important-is it to-the creation of
a suRceSsful class? The content of the Head Start curriculum was in
many respects little different from that of prefirst. Mr. Scoutitabght.

r- --
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a class with a conventional curriculum. Mr. Kweth altered the. content
of his class to fit more Closely the Village situatioh and was rewarded
with'a gYeat deal of interest, while in'another case, very modest ateempts
at "relevant" subjeCts.got response only when the material was.presented
by Native adults. There is no doubt that irrelevant, incomprehensible
content' makes bad sitgations worse, as in sections of prefirst and
kindergarten, but to What e4ent can changes. in the content of curriculum
compensates for pooeteaching? Doe's the creatfon of good communication
networks in,the class totally make up or curriculum content that is
essentially negative? The answer cannot be found in this film record,
but Common sense suggests that the content of.anyochool program has a'
cumulative effect. In this context, an exciting And successful class*
-.dch as Mr. Scout's has to be viewed with some reservations, as would
any Native-taught class that presented a, 'totally Anglo curriculum. The
cumulative effect.of classes Tike these might be children well'educated
in Anglo terms,and even' reasonably confident and secure as individuals;
however,.the very success of the classes might weql serve to Peduce
their competence in Native circumstances. Issues such as these will
become more:crucial if political pressures and teacber training programs

Nput.more Native teachers in the classrooms.

These matters a4e beyond the scope of' this film study. The main
significance of this study is that it emphasizes the persistence of'
cultural patterns of interpersonal interactions in classroom circum-
stances and.the decisive effect of those patteRns on the educational'
'process. Regardless of educational paraphernalip, curriculum.contentor
even teacher dedication, education cannot occur 4f there is poor commu-
nication in the classroom. It appeirs that hon-verbal patterns of pace
movements twintefactions may make,and cert&inly 'can brebk,the communi=
.cation process in the classroom.

If
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PART THREE

METHODOLOGY

This chapter is devoted to a brief discussion of methodological
issues related to the use of film in research.. While this discusslon is
focused on,the use of film, most of the comments are equally relevant to
the mse of video--prOviding that there is an awareness of the differences
between the two mediums: A brief comment on the differences between
film and video is included as part of'this section. t ,

cl
wvia..

General Considerations,

The purpose of using film as a means of recording and analyzfng
cultural processes is to understand more fully the'dynamics of non-
verbal interaction. The most important characteristic Of film records
is that theprecord complex relationships and detail, freezing these for
prolonged study at a later time. The unaided,observer cannot compete
with the observer with a camera because the human eye and brain cannot
'hold relationships and details unchanged for future use. Equally impor-

.
tant, the camera is less selective than the eye in several important
eespects. Within technical limitations, everything in the frame is
recorded as equally .important. The eye alone focuses first on this-

. event,-thenon that event. Once the event has passed, it is 'gone. For
this reason it is difficult to perceive cmplex interrelationships with
the eye alone except.through intimate experience. With intimate exper-
ience the knowledge is personal, and difficult to validate to others who.
do not shae6 the experience. Properly made,and analyzed, film can
objectify the immense human ability to perceive and intOrpre.e signifi-
cance in complex and seemingly unrelated cultural phenoMena.

The proper tise of film requires that the film be made and analyzed
a in a manner which combines the camera's potential to record relationships

, and detail- with the human Capability to perceive pattern and significance
- in complex behavior and events. The purpose of this section is to .

dyscuss sope approaches and procedures which are designed to move toward
an achievement oT. these ends': fts focus is on work which involves
handling rdlatively large quantities of visual data. In these circuM-
stances,the time-consuming and relatively static techniques of micro-
analysis are generally impossible and inappropriate.

4.

OThta._GjqjitrinLyAthLths,Sor_._nera.

The camera isilirridt observation,.not tts replacement. The
basic and most comm Ileans we have of gathering data is our own eye,
bechse it is sOmething we do all the time and for which no equipinent is.

'2.2N required. The value of a camera and the film it produces lies in its

,4
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Potentialto refine our normal and habitual day-to-day'perception'of
what,we see. Data.g4thering with the camera should therefore be approached
as a.form'of Observation in which the camera.can..he considered a SoMewhat
expensive pencil. with-which we make visual 'notes. 'The quality of our
motes will depend not on the equJpment but on the*ality'of our obser-
vation at the tiMe the film was Iliade.

This emphaSis on t'he camera aq an adjunct to human 6Servatiol.
raises the issue of "objectivity.," As anthropologists and other social
scientists.have become involved with the stUdy.of visual anthropology
they have been shockep by the discovery that photographic images (stills,
film, or video) are not strictly speaking, "objective." TheY'have'
discovered what photographers have known for a hundred years--that
"cameras don't take pictures,--people do." Many discussions have centered
around the implicationsof this fact..

The discussions generally appear te operate..'on the assumption that
there must be a way to.film a cultural process without "distortien"
caused by the cultural filters of the cameraman or the presence of the*
equipment. The debates.are not'unlike arguments on how to'draw a random
sample, a problem.that has a technological or procedural so)Ution.
Realistically, as well as philosophically, there is in fact no such
solution,in data gathering with the camera. "Distortion" is both iqevi-
table and potentially useful. It can provide a viewpoint without which
the record would be unintelligible. The production of useful film ,

records of cuttural ,processes requires responsible exploitation of our
biases combined with a sensitivity to other viewpoints whicn further
illuminate our 'research findIngs.. It is.highly irresponsible to pretend
to make an objective film record. 8,

Because the camera is no more than an aid to observatiOn, the
process of recording'with the camera should focus on observation rather
than on-technological conventions of the film industry. Thesec ventions
are culturally determined and diAlted toward the production of ntertain-
ment film rather than toward obtaining a research record. "It 1 y never
be able to make an "objective" record,but. the fAstest way cto mjke film
that is totally biased and uselesS for research is to try to n ke one

that looks :like what is seen onitelevision pr in the movie the

Good,pbservation with the camera requires'some discipline and
direction, oftft provided by a set of defined questions. Just as a good
interviewer must be ready to follow up on unanticipated subjects which
develop in the course of an interview, the observer must also try to be
aware of thq. total context and be ready to move off in new directions
when unantieipated events or actions occur. The purpose of having
defined questions and con-te-FKIS"--t6 forte us to observe in an organized

fashion. Without this organization, it is very,easy to make chaotic and
useless records. What are we trying to find out? What are we loelang
for? These are starting points for a journey into the unknown, the
points of reference Without which we can become lost in the compTex
multi-dimensional.jungle of human behavior and culture.

There are a few technological.features of film which should be
considered when recording with' the camera if a full ex'ploltation of the

1,1
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film's potential is to be made. In particular, the ability of film to
ecord both context and detaffat one and the same time--a.feat impotsible
'fox the unaided observer--should not be forgotten. Far too matiyhresearchers
are seduced by the zoom lenses of modern caMeras into making records '4b,

composed exclusively of tight shots which thow detail but little context.
Occasionally, these records may be artistically ahd ethotionally satis-'
fying, but thcir research value is almost n.il. Responsible analysis of
ftlm requires contextual information, a record of overall relationships,
patterns, and contrasts. If there is doubt as to whether to make a,
cOse-up shot or a wide shot, it is almost always preferable to make the
wide shot.

.These comments lead to the one firm..rule of film observation which
I would suggest--shoot film in .as inclusive a manner as possible. Make
a consistent effort to record context and process, the spacial and
temporal surroundings of the circumstance,under study.. This can be done
by shooting many wide shots and carefUl panning of the camera to define
the, context of th0 focal point of, nterest. Making an attempt to record
vihat goes before and what goes after the event is necessary even if
there is nu apparents,connection or significance at the tjme. Later
analysis may reveal cOnnections and procesSs which you did not see. If
the footage is not shot in an inclusive manner, these discoveries will
never be made. Above all, do not restrict the recording to tight shots
which show individuals or details apart from their surroundings. The
details can often be read in a wide.shot,but the surroundings cannot be
teen outside the frame of a tight shot.

Beyond these simple suggestions, the basic pr ss should concen-
:- trate on observing as carefully as if here were not.c mera. The preCise

nature,of what to rbCord and how to record is in large part determined
by the subject matter and the reasons for investigating it. Subiect to
the above coMMents, the camera is used4 to record what is considered to
be significant. If there is uncertainty about:what is significant;
record those situations which you think might.cohtain significant data
even if it is not apparent at the time. TWse decisions can be guided
by past experience; other people's work, and by other people, whether
they.be the ones present.or others in the field.

*
Filming should be done delicately and in an unobtrusive manner.

Just how to do this is not easy to describe. What works for one person
will not work for another. Perhaps the basic principle is not to confuse
roles; be an observer, not a direct participant. The camera can, in'
fact, be an asset in thts role definition for a number of reasons. It

provides a clear and understandable function, "taking pittures." Unlike
the usual observer, one can always look "busy" so that the participants
do not feel obligated to draw you into their activities or can as readily

.

use you asi a source of asSistance or d version. The role and the camera
,allow you and them to ignore each othe in situations which would ordi-
naOly require a mUtual acknowledgement of your presenCe. Exploitation
orthis "invisibility" requires a deljcate touch which not everyone has.
When in doubt, it is better to step back arid concentrate on recording
the overall relationships which are so importaq to film research.
Tegular discussion with staff concerning what dIsturbs the class and
what does not can be an important guide to how you record.

6
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-On the other hand, iMprOperly used cameras can be be Nery disruptive.
'This is partiCularly tru,6:when the equipment is used for aggressive,
ego.-centered self-expression. EgOt aggression, ar k! self-expreSsion have

, noplace in,filbservation. The hit-and-run style of televisionnews
and documentary recording' should never be copied. Look for signs of
caMera stress and disruption. If it occurS, step back, take your time,
and start again slowly. The emphasis should be on observation. The -
resUlts will be a particular point of view on the subject being filmed;
another,person would record it differently.

Analysis of Film Records

Film analysis is the grocess by which the filM is mined fOr the
information and understanding it can provide,about the-6ituations
reCorded On fi.lni. Many people s'hoot film. Many educators routinely
accumulate video records of classrooms. However, yeri few of these
records are ever analyzed in a systematic fashion and most are not
analyzedl*tall. Film analysis is unromantic, time-consumitg, andjust
plain hard work. Most people have no idea about how to do it and are
further handicapped by viewing habits learned from watching television
and theatre films. What I present here isHan approach to analysis which
should fit a wide variety of situations and individual needs.

The major probleM faced in analysis of film is the immense amount
of detail which is:contained in visual records. The larger significance
of the data is often lost because of the amount of detail.' This problem
is-particularly acute infilm of educational situations or applied field
circumstances-in which the volume of film is likely to be large and the
range of variables uncontrolled in comparison.to clinical film studies.
There are a number of ways to deal with this problem of volume. The one
suggested'here represents what I feel to be the best way to exploit the
special characteristics of film.records.

Film, properly made, can record both'infinite detail and complex I

contextual.relationships. Most approaches to film analysis focus on the
details, using preconceived probes and,criteria to take the film record
apart. jn extreme-form, these approac es involve detailed study and
notatien of each frame, commonl c- le micro-analysis. The difficulty
in thts approach is that it is primari, y a static form of analysis which
presupposes that the significance of the whole is to be found in the
details of its parts. Human interpction and culture involve fluid
processes in which multiple factors interact simultaneously. The sjgni-
ficance of these is in their totality apd not in their parts. Film'

analysis should start as a process which deals with these factors as
wholes in movement.

Equally important, these structured approaches to analysis often
fail to take advantage of the unknown. The contents of their findings
are limited to those matters which were conceived before,analysfs Was
begun. One of the important featur,es of film records is'that they Often
record su4jects and processes whiCh were unthoUght of and even unseen at
the time the film was shot. Many of the important. moments and actions
discus^sed in the analysis of the Alaskan film were unseen by the photo-
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grapher when the film was 'made. They became.apparent.only during later
analysis. Some.proviOon must be made in.analysis to increase the
likelihood of.discovering these unknowns.

Finally, highly tructured'approaches tb analysis, partipilarly if
centered on micro-anatysis, make it quite difficult to handld a large
quantity of film. Thisfact is not surprising since most of.these
approaches were'developed for analysis of short pieces of film which
recorded narrowly defined circumstances. These techniques are too time-s'
consuming to be the'primary analysis method for film studies of school§

'and,other applieçl situations in Mhich the film record is likely to be
large, and indee uld be. llrge. 0

. The solution which.I.suggest here involves an exploitation pf the
human ability to handle and make sense out of complex and seemingly
.unrelated details and interrelationships. Fine-grained analysis can be
used to refine,these perceptions. In discussing this methodological
approach, I have also included some important, if mundane, procedural
details which make tnalysis easier and more reliable.

Film analysis begins,in the field with careful record keeping of
what film was shot, when it was shot, and its temporal relationship to

/
other film. This information-is us

4

to put the film together.in the
proper contextual order. If this 's not done, it is likely that impor-
tant errors will be made in analysis. As the film is proceSsed and put
together in prorfer order on larger reels, some kind of descripti've log
should be made. This essential process i5 best done with a viewer that
has a frame counter; otherwise, it can be done with a projector and 6

, stop watch. The purpose is to create a rough index.of the general
contents of the film. This index serves several purposes. It begins
the process of.acquainting us with the film. It serves as a record,

,

of the order of the film in case sections get lost at a.later data and,
must be returned to their proper location. Ifswe are still in the
process of shooting more film, the logging procedure Can alert us to
potentially important-things we may be missing. -10

Formal analysis begins after all the film has been shot and logged.
Film analysis is primarily a search fol' patterns and contrasts through a
process of repeated viewing and comparison. It is based on the assump-
tion that human behavior is patterned and that the significance of
patterns of'behavior can often be,found through a study of the.contexts
in which they are present and absent.

The first phase of this search for patterns and significance is an
unstructured immersion in the film record. Regardless of the specific
research concerns of the film study, this first stage should be open-
ended. The film should be viewed repeatedly and notes made of impresa
sions and reactions. These notes should include notation of the portions
which prompted these reactions and impressions as well as some indica-
tion Of what specifically led to these reactions. This open viewing
will often raise questions which may not have occurred before: these
questions should be duly recorded. 'This repeated viewing should be
continued until some overall patterns and significance are perceived
nd the film is totally familiar to the researcher(s).

61
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,The purpose orlhis open-rendavieiling is to exploit tlipTulti-
,.

Omensional character of misual data by applying the human a -ity to
w Terceive pattern and meaning in complex-interrelated details and pro-

, cesses. ,ImpOrtant relationships,,informatiOn, details and questions
which might otherwise be.missed Can be discovered in this yay. and used

: to enrich and refine later stages'of analysis.

,The next phase of analysis is somewhat more structured in that it
involves the application of specific questionOnd probes to the ftlm
record. The sources of these questfons and prObes are the original
research.concerns which led tO-thè filming and whatever questions and
patterns were developed Mt of open-ended viewing. For example, during
open-ended analysis a pattern may hav'e been perceived that "flow was
much higher when Native children were in close proximity to a Natfve
teacher." This can be stated as a question, "040 flow higher when Native
children were.in close proximity to a Native teacher?" This question
can be applied to every situation in which Native teachers and Native
children were in close proximity.,. Other questions mightbe less specific;
such as, "What types of classroom'structures' do Native children respond '

to best?" This question might involve looking at all the fi1m.4 The key
characteristic of this.stage of analysis is that.the film or portions of
he film are viewed with a focus defined by one.or a number of specific
questions orconcerns rather than in Sri open-ended manner. This fOcused
viewing often brings out specific detail's and,patterns which can be
missed in mOre open analysis. It is also the'first stage of defining
and validatripg more general statements of patterns and significance. As
a1ways,'caPgiul notes should be kept of reactions, impressions, con-
clusions,'an 4tfe portions of the footave which triggered them.

,

The next phase Of analysis is structured analysis of selected, '

portions Of film with the 'purpose of testing and defining the findings-
,

of the first two stages. The film is studied with the question, "What/
told me that?" The film to be 'examined is identified as triggering /

paPticular responses or conclusions in "the first two phases. If thes0
instances can be located, then specific, visible aspects of movementl
expression, spacial relationships and time can be described as they
xelate to earlier impressions. These impressions cease to be impr sions ..

and become tangible statements which can betested. ..,

0

The testing is done by examining a41 portions of the film in which
particular,impressions or conclusions were triggered to see if, in.fact,
the identitiable variables are consistently present, and, if so, in4what
way. An overview of other sect-ions of film can be performed to see if
these particular combinatidns.of variables or patterns are to be found

* in other situations. The context in which they are found can be exam-
ined as well as the context in which they are Absent. This contextual
inf4mation is important'in defining and confirming the significanat of
thee patterns,

4

This structured analysis will often involve using the standard
e hniques of photo analysis: counting, measuring, inventory, and

c mparison (Collier, 1967). Questions and concerns which are primarily
dOscriptive in nature.can be resolved by using these techniques right from
the start, i.e., the quesnon, "What is the variation Of the seating
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arrangement?"Using these techniques, more complex pattern's and conclusions
can be examined. However, tangil;Ile and identifying criteria must be agreed'.

.upon initially.
(1

The purpoSeOf this detailed analysis is both to define the criteria
of anatysts and to provide the details which. make Op conclusions
believable: Occasionally, this detailed study will show that certaln
patterns and conclusions in earlier phases of analytis are no mOre than
creative projections onto the-film. Careful study ofAthe
question, "What told IR that?" is the key to responsible film Analysis.
However, there will be occasions fol.' which we will not be able-to answer
the question by reference to specific details;. yet, we remain certain
that our interpretations of patterns and significance are correct. In

these situations, it may be necetsary:to review the film in a more open
fashion and look to see if the key to our perceptions lies in fluid,
interrelationships rather than in details. These relationships shguld
be described as well as possible; they are-just as valid as specifics of
hahd gestures and spacial adjustments.

It is probably wise.to end any major analysis of the film with an
overview of al) the film in a relatively unstructured manner. In this .

way, the insights gained from the cOmbination of different stages of
analysis%can be applied to the film as a whole and the general signift-
cance of the .pork can be defined as a totality rather than as a collec-
tion of details.

This generalv approach could be,applied in variety of w s. The
film can be studied by'the participants seen in the film, by tiose who
made the film, by others in the community, by outsiders with t eir
own particular perspectives, or by 5ome team ompoised,of all t ese
individuals. One of the important features of film records is that they
can be seemand. discussed by many different people, each with is own
perspective.. This process can help qualify the partiCular biasres and-
viewpoints of those who made apd analyzed the film. In practi
will not always be possible or necessary tO follow through the proce-
dures ofanalysis in the detail suggested here. The important-process ,

is the principle of Movement from open-ended_viewing to more st uctUred
analysis which includes answering the question, "What told me' at?" and.
'with this analysis, move back agaiti to the whole.

Film., Video or Stills? 8

This study was done with Super 8 film,and my di<cussion of method-,
ology has centered around the use of film. While many of thpse comments
would be equally applicable to gathering and analyzing data with a 5till
camera or video etluipment, it may be appropriate to comment on the
characteristics of these different tools as they relate to applied
Visual research.

The stilf camera is an important tool for visual research, but
because it lacks the glamour of film and video, it is-seldom used It

is excellent for many documentary uses: surveys, mapping, inventory,
,pl-oxemic studies, and In skilled hands, certain kinds Of communication
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studies. Its chief liMitattan it that it doeS not show motion or change
in Process. The result iS that\analysis of behavior and'communi.catiOn
with still photographs requires a-great cleal of projection by the
researcher as to what happens between images. This projection
leaves much room for error. It is difficult to reliably read, the quAity
amicharacter of interactions from mOststill photographs. _Despite
these:limitations, still cameras coUld b'e used far more than they are. ,.

with a little imagination and effort. Theyare a general, 16w cOst,
durable and flexible means of recording, and they can be Used .14.the
most'remote and demanding' field situations.

ss

yideo has the Potential for'instant feedback, retycling(tape, easy
duplication,'excellent sound', and 'in certain restricted situations,
low cost. It has serious deficiencies as a tool for\visual reseakh
analysis because of.the relativelypoor image quality\ In.practice,Ahe
equipmentencourages one to restrict shooting to telephbp'or close-up-
shots because the image quality in wide angle shots is solpoor. As'.a

result, contextual information is generally lacking in.vr o records.
This problem cannOt be compensated for by deliberate wide s)ooting., such
shots are generally unreadable due to'poor resolution.. The equipment is
bulky, heavy,and fragile. It cannot be used extensively remote from
sources of°AC power and it does.not handle'climatic extreMes well. FOr
these reasons, it is a poor field tool. Finally, the capital investment
for even the barest essential equipment is immense, particularly:when
allowance is made for future maintenance 'costs., c

Video is best suilted for situations in which.its strengthsare-.
important and its weaknesses insignificant. InstitUtional settings in
which the equipmeneis used heavilyAnd tapes are recycled are anexampi
of suth a sittiation. It is Oarticularly useful in situations where
sound and rapid feedback.are finportant and detailed analysis is not
anticipated. It is an excellent, tool for use in circumstances in-which
there is a high degree Of participant involvement in the recording
process. (R.-Runastrom: *private communitation'..) From a. research perspec-
tive, its most promising use might be in studies which are interested in
verbal analysis supplemented b.y synchronized visual data. In such a
situation; its limitations 'in isyal recording would be less critical..

vs

The'alternative to video is Super 8 motion picture film. 16mm

offers few research advantages over Super 8 and'costs far more. The
Super 8 image rem.' th,context and detail and is far superior to the
video image for an ysis Ourpoges. Readily avai1able equipment allows
single frame; frame by frame, slow:motion, high sed and normal speed'
viewing. This flexi is'quite*valuable in analysis.. The high 4

contextual and detail content of.properly shot Super 8 makes it an ideal
means of visual research,and.the image is much less exhausting to work
with. It is probably the best tOot'for use in 'isolated field.situations
and'in work which requires clear and permanent records for careful
detailed analysis.

The basic equipment necessary for visual 'research with Super 8
cAp much less than equivalent equipment for video and is much more,
coni act and portable. With some planning and minor equipment altera-
tions, shOoting and certain types of vtewing can be done for extended
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periods of time in situations remote frbm an AC powert'isource.
. . .

,- .

.

Vie major' disadvantages of Super 8 are thAt f41m canhot be reCycled,'
ftlm Must be processed before viewing, and, the use of sync sound increase*.
the costs considerably. A resourceful individual might sgive the, hand-.
caps of the processing ptoblem by doing his own, but this iS more 'than- ,

r
most peopje can be expected to do. As.a result, the film must,be, sent
to'a lab for processing which leads to considerable ,delay..4 i-el1ote4.
locations. While'excellent quality sync sound is pbssible 011:Sup,
the.extended runs poSsi,ble'wtth video cannot be duplicate&mith.fitjC
except at great-cost. HoWever:roughly synchronited'aUdiO ep,Pes1 takte.1
made fon very little. cost. EfffCient use of SupO 8 requires more. ''

selective shooting.- This'may require a more skilled,Observer behi4the
.. -

, :1camera. ; ,

. On a practical level; film 'And vi b'should'Ibe seen,as cbmplementary;
rather than as competing,.medium4 which 1 4thems lives toAifferent uses.
On a personal level, l'find video,.with which I Oe'Worked'eXtOsivOly,

. 4 . ,.

%. to be very unsatisfying to shoot and OUstratin Ito.lbok'at. There i.s a

sensation that'the,technology -i fh control, inIependet1 ofthe.dynamics
of what is in front of the camera and.myown deS resl as Afill5b'erver/

.
, , . .

,
,recorder. Other people love it. ,. H

. .1

I!

\

1, . 1 1... ;.'
r

1 4pplcation of Kethodolog'y to a Oy,poth6tiW Situatioa*,
0 1 ,I,1

,.
.

.1,Iive..jst .described*a yery general procip tive tb gathering and
analy.zin0 data on cultdral prbceses with a mOV1 tamera. Hdwmight ,

. Allis:procedure be applied to a specific purpoSe--t further exploration
..

!

6T Vice and flow, for example? How would the film or tape be shot?- How '

(... .' .- wou d.jt be analyzed? How wouldthe informatton or.understandings
,, , 4 ,

Atained, 4,9.mede uSeful to otWs? A.short discUssiOn.of a !hypothetical
s.14,u0NNA,14 h.pakesthe generat procedurei Weady.presented poire
:qitell4iblV" _ J ,:

#

:.. I. _The ,,Ltti'R6Of Vi,is study- is a cross,,c-ultuelial schoot.Sefting in.a
..;,.... ', ! / ,

isk"ate.'of ,ch0.ge :-(rgro. triidi ti naT An9107ori en 0 curnicui um ,i ifac01 ty, and
. .

, ,t. J, ii. .

.gbals'-to'neW:gOalls, 24till upkertaln Which ip is hopectwillThe more
apprOphiate 6 t e aildr;e6 the sch, 01:serVep.;. The punposelof Oue

. hYPothetical filo.; Study is' o 'Afdpe SOP011 theough this ttatisition.:,
Its specific'aims are limit cl to an e4plorattioh of pace an0 flOw in the

.
schodl and the;Jsdpificance,of these Pattern Oith regard'. 0 some specific. ...

.conCerns df tWschool staff Our discuss Iofls with them h ve'told us
Uratthey aee particularly worried abeut,hoW, the three cultural groupsv
'Of students In the classes get alon§ with each other, with, the teachers,

and hoW they respond to a nettprogram.of inWuction that the Schabl has
started.

,

,

Wewant'tO Imow the answers to several questions: (1) How do the'

children get'aldng-with each other'? (2) (low do they interrelate with ,
the differeni teachers and Aides? oy HOw do they respond tothe new
program (which is carried on half of each day) in comparison with Ihe
more conventional program which-the school is continuing to provide? (

,

(4) Do.the pace and flow patterns of'the classeS provide any answers to
....

0,9
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thes'e questions? The'-'ktool has soke video equipment left over 'Nom a
.

.defuncf ,federally funded program. We decide to use that equipMent 'later
in "the study but i,ve start wit!) Super 8, which less bulky apd intrusiy.e
than the v;4eo equippent. 146 buy sonie audio cassettes to get some '7;1: >

roughly sy hroniled sound 'to go. with the film.
v

.Where are we going to aim..flur camera? What kre we tooking for?
What classes a.nd. circumstance% are we going to focus onl Ne don't know
anything, about the 'classe. and the staff does not.haVe a., clear enough
conception ofavhat we are doing..to guide Lis. We detide to use all Our
Super 8 on a general survey-Of every claSs that. it is possible for us td:

Althotigh we havei4he blessihg of the, school- administration, we '
ma,f(e a point ofasking`ieach teacher and aide:, if. he or she "is willing to'
be filmed. Two teachers andtne aide (in_Lffe'rent classes) would
rathqr :not 'be filmed, but the aide says it's"-all rightoitoo filethe class'
as:14g as we- take ne pictures- of him. We aresecretly rel i eyed since /
this leaves only 'six %classes and we will not:ftaVre'to be'qu.ite as stingy
with our Shooting: We arrange to-be in 'cach clA':a..fee fu14day4. 4-

..----

We have our questions and we knoW we will want.. to look for situa:-
tion.s.ln the clanes- that- might give"us answer's. We want i variety of
shots of children inter-ar..,ting with each -other or, ion occasiOn, not
interacting: We want ,shots of the teachers and aides with the chi 1 dren .

in groups dnd iridiVidually. We will devote. a portion of slur film to the' .

reactions of the Children to various aspecits, of the program, new and
old. We Wil 1. run our caMera every time we° see sthipething we think-might
tell,..u.s somethirig about our questions; and Ihe general character of the
program, -within the limitations of the cameNiand the aniount of film
remaining fOr the. day....We will also try to spread our shooting over the
day because we kn9k from past experience thc 'different classeS have.
different 'patterns at different tikes of the.day.. Something I-ea:Hy -
iniportant ni ki. come up in the last half hout. Iir.Mkice, a point to record,
the beginning and:ending of each period Of th-e-.:fiet..Y.- ,. .

0 .,

When we have finished, we-show thrifilm back t e-clatsseg. ,This
is ..mainlY for.4he benefit pf. the chil&en, as the teaclJers are too busy,..
keeping track of the class tO really look at the film. The aides are^
non-committal and the children are amused, especially when the film is
shown in fast motion. However, the teachers miss having clear s9nchro-
nized sound and aicl ear, vVsual narrative thread-. They have credentials
and have been trained to be sepsitive to' verbal input that is organized:
and sequential. They are unpr(eVared to handle the amorphous and som6-1_
what chaotic images of uncut sertii-sile'nt film. As adults in a spciety ..,,
with movies and television, they haveexpectations, as to what Hifilm" i's

'-sUpposed to look like. We beg'in to w.i.sh we had 1,1Sed wideo Ao 'start ' e--7"
0

, , 't ' .

wi th. . / .

.1
* -

Itrwould 1.1,keto go .over each clas with. the aides anciteachrs but
A.most of them,pre not yet,intenestAct; These who'are,.,ve honestlx too

busy, We put-94his 'impartant'iCnices's. off to a tiniemhen We .can be more
coherent Oout vivat it. in. the film and how it might bOuS'dful. 4.The,film
is legged nd a 'pre] iminary open analysis i S. made. After sever71 view-
incs of the film we thicnk we see some interesting' patterns. 'In parti-. .

tu ar, the response patterns oil the s udents.seem to suggest tkiat the
1 .

tok,

.
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aides are superior o the teachers in theircommunication with the
students,. We also.hote that-the Anglo students, who are a. minority in
the classes, react negatively tOnStruction that is not presented in
English. We record these patterns did the behavior which defines thew
few us; these notes will be used to develop questions and prcies for
further analysis. We know now that me will te lookipg with particular'
interest at the differences between aides and teachers.

Next, with our specific questions, we begin a more structured analysis
which focuses on the film: We look at the children interacting.. Who is
interacting with whom? What is the nature of those interactions? ;

Are they smooth, rough., extended; brief, frequent,.infrequerV, How fest
are the children paced? Ae'e there clear patterns of pace differences
.between-groups of students? Is the pace consistent? Does pacing seem
to affectinteractAns? The same questions are.asked of the teachers
and aides in their relationship with the children. We alp look to see
if there are Patterns in the way they pace the school program. We look
at student response to"the new and old school curritulumand structures.

. .1.. - Are there differences .in responses? Do me'children.respond tocone,
,

others to the other? Whith childr'en res ond to whfch? 'Do different
_teachers structue and-pace the programs diffentIy? How does it
aff4ct the children's responses? What.did we see that koyides us with

s the answers to these questions.? , What told ..us that?

A
... We look With special interest at the aides. What do they do that
'is different? Is. it their pace, their movements? Do they organize and
,structure their lessbn differently? How do they'usd time? Where do
'they place children for lessons anhow do they bring hem into the
lessons? What do they.do abOut disciplinary probiems? In'what ways'are
they' different from the teachers with regard to-these,issues?

Out of this process we arrive at some preliminary ideas.as-t SOme
answek to the four main ouestions. latfter staring at the same section
of film three days in a row, we are drateful that we did not use video.
We alsoAiscover that W -didn't Seea lot when wewere filming. Me kegt
cutting the camera at ..he wrong:t:ime.,Jejled tfocus in on important
events Old left 51 lotAf questfonS'Without data to provide answers. We
also develop.new questions which m4ght help us answer our basic questions.
We.would rike to-go,back And do some more Olootin'd,-but first we have:to
find out if we arebn the right track'. We cull out sections of fiTth
.whichliave sighifitaiftinfOrmafion or "about which We have questions.

s We take these down to theschodl Old ShoW this footage to some of the .

staff. We'find.we 'Medd:Some mistakes iranalysis, usually from latk of

specific inforMatiop.aboOtjhexhildren.nd the program, which alter our
nterpretations of the The staff now has ansomeWhattlearer idee
of What,can time out 9f the filmtbut they want public relatfonS footage
to show to viSitors and parents: that iS, a tangible preoduct with a
purpose. Ae suggest that a Vifdeo tape,woUld be better since they can
put a- narration on itond it will.have ketter synchronization of.sbulad.
It is agreedtthat-some of.the class'es will be video taped with the dual
purpose of-Providing something they cati'show to the.public and also
prdviding materiat for.further explorati n of our oridinal questtOns.

This t.ime,' shdo-Ng procedure changesomewb*t. Welirb familiar
r

e.
*
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with the basic program of the
.4

school and have some idea of the'patterns
of non-verbal behavior that can 1)se found. The'preliminary analysis has
suggested that the children in Class.Two,are:tpre harmonious and comfor-
table in their relationships with eachother and..with the teacher than
the other classes. There al.so seems to be soMe connection'between the lk

teacher's manner of presentingdessons'in-the new curriculum to the
children and the children's interaction with each other. We decide to
Concentrate oopr taping on Class Two and Class Five (wWch seems to be
distinctlydqferent from Class Two). We also.decide to tape the initial
presentation of lessons in seve'ral other crasses. We make some video
tapes to meet the needs of the school's request for something to show
the public. Since we are shooting video tape, our shooting patterns
have changed somewhat_ Out runs are longer and we arermore likely to
,make more camera'cut in accordance with verbal breaks. There is less
in-the-camera editing. This will mean more work in analysis later.

When thins session of recording is complete, we dub off a program for
uo the'School's use after showing the tapes.back. to the staff and asking them

what they wantin the tape: We then make.a qu4.k log of the tapes and
_

another quick analysis. The earlier,tentative conclusions:are altered
40 sowewhat, but 'what isespecially clear is that we wjjl haWe to get the

teachers and aides more involved in the interpretation tf the visual
xec6rd. We manage to interestseveral persons tcr s'it down with us and
look at sectionl of the tapecwith some_ of theluestions we,have been .

using dS probes,. We ask them for their answerit MoreHmportantly,Twe
for,whthings' they saw that gave them those atiswers. he discussions
lead 6.morip taping, this time 'with more guidance from the staff and

wr. further viewipg, discussion and. analysis. At some point., it becomes
possible to make,some fairly definite answers to the questions that

its

started the study. .The Study is complete.

This- hypothetical study is, of course, both idealized and imperfect.
hbre are other ways it could have been'carried out. It might have been
passible to.have Vie aides or teachers do some of the taping. Teachers
could.have made'deliberate shifts in'their-classroom program to see if,

t related to these 'questions, behavioral changes might i-esul The variations
are endless.

The methods or procedures that have been describ dAn this section
of the study are not'recipes for extracting data on non-Ne bal communi-
cation, but rather an approach to data gathering and analysis. Varia-
tions on these suggestions and different procedures are possible and
use0l,'partiCularly those procedures which involve inereased, or even
complete, control of the process by the participants in the cultural.
processes that sop,..being investigated. .0ne serious limitatitn of the
analysis of filiR in this text is the total lack'of input from either the
teachers or the communities involved., a participation that would be
absolutely,necessary for a true'unclerstandiin of the dynamics of the
circumstances which were the focus of this. study.

(
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PART FOUR.

CONCLUSION

,t;

This study has looked at pace and flow as part of.the coMmunication
process in cross-cultural situations,. The iwportance of non-verbal
aspects:injnteraftions appear to be related largely to their role in
defining the context of the communication. An interrelationship of
content, often referred to as "inforMation," and context produces the
meaning of a communication, The nature of this.interrelationship appears
to vary from culture.to culture. .Some cultures ^place more.emphasis on,
the contextual aSrect of the interaction and some emphasize the-infor-
diation, or content, aspects of the profess. Non-verbal, behavior and

,systems tend qbe contextual in function while verbal forms, parti-
cularly writtenwords, tend to be more informational in character. Most
Americans, pafticularly in the acadeMic community, have been trained to
'emphasize content and information while deemphasizing or disregarding

4

context (Hall 1974: 18721). We are correspondingly insensitive to
many non-verbal signals and phenomena, and we often experience difficulties

,:,0en interacting with people who place different emphasis and
, pleOlings on matters.of context. This situation helps to explain the

'relative neglect of non-verba,1 aspects of interactions in communication'
..'studies and the heavy emphasis on linguistics. From our content-dominated
concppt of communication, many non-verbal aspeits of interactions are
not'communication at all because they transmit no information. 7

it.

Pace and flow are important in the communication process because
they are part of the immediete context. Their contexting function takes
a number of forms;4and, they have an equally important function of organ-
izing and facilitating the general process of pniiiunication.

,

Pace was originally .described in this studj as the speed at which
people move and do things, as well as the manne in which they use time
and organized processes in time. Most of my di cussion of pace in the
analysis of the Alaskan footage was restricted t the rate at which
peale moved and did things on a short-term basis.

Pace patterns vary Irom culture to culture and are quite' stable
for any given circum'stance within a culture. This stability, whieh was
an obvious characteristic off pace patterns in this film analysis, is a
key to-one of the functions of pace in communications. It Ibrovides a

temporal framework within which tO structure interaftionsOt alSo
provides a pattern of speed of movement tO guide'petiple's action$ which
do not have to be improvised anew for each interaction. This.not only
provides guidelines fdr behavior,lout alv, helps t6 define the signifi-
cance or meanirWof.the interaction. If we make/a social 'call on some-

one we know, there is an appropriate time for the visit as well'as an
appropriate rate and vtylq of behavior And*movemenls. If we extend the
visit beyond the appropriate time, it, changes the naturd'of the visit,

,

4 I
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and our hose js likely te begin to wonder what we came for. Obviously,
it is for more than a "soCial" visit and we must then make appropriate ,

actions.to explafn ourselves or risk being considered impolite. Like-
wise,' if we move too quickly or sjowly during this visitrit may be
taken to mean that something is wrong and may also make the process of
communication diffitult. This last aspect of pacq,As:a facilitator of
communication, is related to flow and has th functfon of providing an
Agreed-uponAte of movement which makeS :interactions smooth and helps
reduce or eliminate Any sensation of friction or lack of cOmmunication.
Without come pattern of shared pace, other aSpects of flow are alMost
impossible. This film study was filled with examples of difficulties
related to this aspect ofli pace.

Generally, pace sets the timetable and rate for other,parts of the
communication process. When timetables are not shared, the panties
involved'have a hard time getting,together and conmmnic4ion suffers.
In certain circumstances, changeS in the timetable or.conflicting inter-
pretations of its.significance Mayjead to serious misunderstandings
about what -0 beim communicated-(iiall 1967: 18).

Flow, which I have described as the interrelating.of movements in
interactions between or among people, is equally important. Many of the
aspects of pace which make it important communications are important

'because they affect the nature of flOw.

Flow has several main functions. When people meet, the subtleties
of theinterrelationship of their movements serve as clues to the natre
of the relationship and the possibility of communicatio6,,Rapid and
comfortable adju3tment of movements, so that they become interrelated in
a smooth fashion, creates a context favorable to communication' on
various levels, as well .as implicitly stating, "We share some things in
common and should be able to comprehend each other." As, an interaction
continues, the pattern of.flow that develops,reflects and reinlorces
the course of the interaction. If things are going well, tbo/inotions of
the.participants become smooth and well synchronized, having little fric-
tion or oppositional movements and serving to reinforCe ple process and
make it easier. There is the implicit message.of, "We aro in tune." If
thing go badly, with 'misunderstandings, missed cues and general dis-
comfort, the resulting friction of movement caused by lack'of synchro-
nization reflects and'reinforces the negative aspects of the situation.
The contrast'between Head Start and prefirst in the film study reflected
these contrasting patterns of flow and results. Subtleties of conflicts
of.pace and flow ore often detected before difficulties on other levels have
a real 'chance to'develop on their own. There are timeS when differences
on-this non-verbal level predestine communications on other levels to fail-
ure. This is particularly-true in cross-cultural circumstances where
participants expect to encounter dffficUlties. While verbal misunder-
standings and confusion:take a while to develop, non-verbal s'ignals are'
highly contextual'and are transmitted very rapidly (Hall'1974: 18).'

Non-verbal signals predispose participants to difficUlties on the verbal
level alMOst before they begin. These non-verbal signals are, of course,
not limited to matters of pace and flow ,but also include other proxemic
and kinesic factors.

4
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These functions of .Oace and flow were probably in Operation in the
situations filmed in AlaSk.a. As discussed in the concluding section of
the analysisithetwO Head Start teachers were known by the children from
having shared prior experiences, similar interests, or family ties.
The tact that they operated at the same pace, moved the same way, and
were able to integrate their movements with those of the children and
the children with theirs, served to reinforce constantly the positive
apsects'of the relationship and to Make Communication in the class-
room easier. Everyone expeCted smooth coMmunication, and all the behatior
in individual or specific interactions.Served to confirm the expectation.
With the Anglo teachers, the revese was generally the case. 'The sharp
differences in pace and movements with the resulting lack of flow served
to confirm their distance from the Native children and adults and the
difficulty of communicating with them. Extrenie cases of lack of flow.:'
for example, the dancing sequence in the kinderganten class or the al-
phabet sequence in the same room, are probably so disruptive to the
communication process that the verbal messag es'. are practically unheard;
let alone underatftd. Tha teachers who made some adjustments in.pace,
movements or structuring ofyrocesses, and developed soMe degree of smooth
flow with the children received considerably highen verbal Komprehension
from the children.

People must have some sharing of patterns in three areas of non-
verbal communitation in order for smooth flow to develop.. These are
pace, proxemics and movement style (part of kinesjcs). Pace and its .

roilt in.-flow have already been discussed,and the function of the other
\two are,relatively obvious. Even if people are moving at the same pace,
if one has linear, angular movements,it is going to be difficult for
4Tlow to'develop if the other's movements tend to be circular or rounded.
Mr. Principal is,an exavple of a person whose kinesic patterns as well
as his pace made'interaction with the children in his class difficult.

proxemic considerations'are important in any interaction. A smooth
flow of movements is possible only when proxemic expectations have been
met. .Fattors of what kinds of movements are "proper" in a given proxemic

?

-relationship limit the movements and responses that are possible. In

the film study Jt was noted that the Eskimo aides and teachers operated
much closer to the children than most of the norn-Native teachers% Close
distance was also characteristic of many interactions in village and
homeocenes as yell as in the cases where Anglo teachers developed
smoother and more intense coNmunications with.the children. It is
,possiple that most of the Anglo teachers operated much of the time at . -)

what the children considered impersonal distance requiring little response
or iriteraction. All these factors combined made developing good communi-

. cation.,almost impossible in many of the classes.. The.Anglo teachers who
did WeId had all made alterations or adjustments Which served torrirnize
diff ehces in at least one of the three areas.

It ould seem that pace and flow are, together with other aspects
of non-v bal communication, important factors which can alter the
course.an perhaps the meaning of interactions. What are some of the
implicatioas of such a conclusion?

In thepast,it was comm n for fieldworkers, to. go through a ritual-
.
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istic process of attempting to learn something of the language of the
pedplethey were studying. This ritual had ideological as well os

1)ractical justifications. Then And now, a.standard tenent.of anthro-
pOlogy was that at least a:min-Imp knowledge of a people's language wos
necessary in order to have:a..prfilie?lcomprehension'of their culture,:

This belief, no doubt valtd, reflecied also' t heavy emphasis in anthro,
pological thought on the role of-verbal coMmunication, language, in
culture which reached sort Of zenith with the theoretical work done
and inspired by Sapir and Whorf. This pleoretical view of the 4r1d may'
be paraphrased as: "We are what we spehk"; "We think the way wot talk";
and "The world is the way we name it." This'emphasis on language reflected
anthropological awareness that communication was critica) to cultural
processes, but it also reflected the verbal, content-oriented conception
of communication common.,in the modern academic world.

Studieslin non-verbal systems of culture suggest that some modifi-
cation in this emphasis may be appropriate. Even language's: role in
cognition, or reasoning,- is somewhat in question since recent investiga-
tions suggest that reasoning does.not necessarily require the use of
words or symbols (Hall 1974: 20). It seems that communication, cogni-
tion, perception.and other aspects of culture which serve to shape our
conceptton of events and our place in them are more complex and multi-
dimensional than they are generally-6onceived to Pe. There is a general
lack in anthropology of awareness of non-verbal and contextual matters.
This partially,explains why many anthropological studies, dependent as
they are on verbal information and presented in-viprbal form (written),-.
seem to'people from the cultures they describe either to be shallow or
to be about someplace else; contextual factors tend to be left out
or missed in the first place,

Since many contextual matters are perceived or interpreted non-
verbally, they may be processed by a different portion of the brain than
verbal inputs (Hall 1974: 18-20). It is problematical whether or not ,

they can be reduced to verbal or written forms. Maybe there ls cultural
knowledge or experience which cannot be copiprehended or transmitted

* cross-culturally because it is linked to contextual relationships that
cannot be duplicated or transmitted in verbal form.

.11 The implications for anthropology are that changes may have to be
made in the education and training of anthropologists as well as in the
practice of the profession in the field. Perhaps many aspects of culture
cannot be reduced to verbal abstractions except at a cost in depth and

significance (H4.11'1974: 18; R. Rundstrom: Private communication). Such
a realization WRIld require a major overhaul in the teachi9g of anthro-
pology since few institutions offer courses in non-verbal aspects of(
culture let alione incorporate that knowledge into Oeir regular course
offerings.

y

Few general teXts in anthropology devote any time to non-verbal
conmmnication and otlier aspects of people's use of space and time. Yet
these are the very texts which present the basic knowledge and view-

points of anthropology to beginning students and to people who will
never explore further in the field.
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'If such non4erbal information cannot be reduced to verbal forms,
there wOuld have to be changes in storing and transmitting such know-
ledge with less emphasis on verbal or written forms. The increaseld
interest in ethnographic film.reflects a trend in this direction, but as
yet most of these tend to be pictorial representations of information

,

already reduced to verbal formS rather than something that cannot be
conveyed in any other way.

Corr,esponding changes would have to be made in, fieldwork methods.
These are the implications of the study of non-verbal aspects of cultures
in generdl. This study cOncerned itself with only a few aspects of non-
verbal communication. Since it appears that pace uld flow, like proxemic
syStems, are quite stable patterns which people may not think about a
great deal, it is important that a fieldworker or any person working in
a cross-cultural circumstance be sensitized to the existence of differ-
ences of this-kind. This might make it easier for them to comprehend
some of their own frustrations in communications asmell as enable them
to take steps to mitigate some of the inevitable conflicts. This would
require that they be able to observe other people's pace and flow
sityles to some degree and see how they are different from their own.
They must learn to see, to be aware. The importance of trying to make
accommodations on the level of pace and flow is that the primary function
of'pacing seems to be to facilitate interactions. The sooner a person
can make the interaction comfortable,Ahe easier it will be tojlevelop
communication on-all lfvels, including the interchange of verbal infor-
mation.

41

This raises the question of the degree to which non-verbal systems,
,like pace and flow, can be taught. There is not much information'or
kripwledge regarding this issue at the present time. Possibly some
things can be taught or be learned by an outsider:and others"cannot.
Contextual systems take a long/time to acquire. It May be that Some
cannot be learned except by being a lifetime memberóf a culture (Hall
1974: 18). My own experience in this field makes me certain that there
are contextual aspects of situations which change the(meaning of events
which cannot be explained in verbal or written form.

If a person's activities extend beyond observation and involve
teaching, direction of projkts,or other applied work, other aspects of
pace and flow also become important. An outsider needs to 1,earn the
rate at which things are "suppoSed" to get done and the relative pacing
and importance of different.stages of processes. In this fashion, one
can avoid spending time on aspects of processes considered insignificant
locally as well as ensure the smooth transfer of information and imple-
mentation of the process as a whole. In schoolt this night mem', com-
plete changes in the scheduling of lessons, as well as the direct pre- 0,
sentatiop qfpaterials. Above all, it would require active, but neces-
sarily subele, structuring of interrelationships so-that people, of the
culture cah themselves set the pace and flow patterns,of a situation.
Finally, an outsider must realize that s/he is never going to have the
potential for cOmmunications that someone in the group has and qat
therefore, s/he Isbould emphasize those activities or functions fOr which
they have special ualifications, rather than duplicate activities that
could much better Eycarrl)ed out by local pdtple. Indeed, in applied
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situations like education, more awareness of non-verbal and contextual
aspects of cultural processes are most important since the results of
misunclerstandings and poor communications have impact on many more .,

people than is the case in ordinary anthropological research.

An increased understWing of non-verbal aspects of commUnication
js important, then, not only for more complete understanding of the,
function of culture by anthropologists but also for the benefit of all
people who operate in cross-cultural cimmstances, for whom most anthro-
pological concepts would be intellectual curiosities. However, anthro-
pology has a way to go.before it will have either the knowledge or the
means of presenting.it that' would be useful to such people.

. )
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